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By HOLLY WISE
Staff Wnter
The city of Murray's fiscal
year-end audit was given a clean
bill of health Thursday night by
Ricky Melton, CPA of Howe
and Melton, LLP during the
Murray City Council meeting.
Melton
presented
an
overview of the audit and concluded that the city has a welldesigned accounting system,
that there were no material
weaknesses noted in the internal
control system, that major funds
performed within expectations
and the city is in strong financial
health.
The general fund revenue for
the city has been on a steady
increase over the past six years,
the audit indicated.
' -The total property tax revenue increased by 6.5 percent,
jumping from $2.5 million last
year to $2.7 million in 2007.
This is due in large to the expansion of the city and the additional houses built.
-Real property tax assessments rose 4.8 percent from last

year to $554.7 million.
-Insurance tax revenue rose
7.4 percent to this year's total of
$1.7 million.
-City sticker sales revenue
has risen steadily over the past
four years to this year's total of
$482,901.
-Business license sales revenue for 2007 was $210,720
indicating a steady increase
since 2003.
-Building permit revenue for
2007 was $62,999, indicating an
increase from last year.
The general fund allocations
are as follow:
-Police: $2.4 million or 37
percent.
-Fire: $2 million or 33 percent
-General government: $1.3
million or 19 percent.
-Streets: $536,686 or eight
percent.
ERIC WALKER/Ledger & Tmes
-Planning and Zoning: Calloway County Road Department shop mechanic Paul Shipman tests
a brace that will carry a snow plow blade in the event
$203,268 or three percent.
wintery weather hits the area. Crews were busy this week prepari
ng for the possibility of snow Saturday; however forecasts
-Debt service: $29,940.
have switched the threat to mainly rain.
-Animal control: $25,000.
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By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Reluctantly denying classroom access to students whose
families have refused to communicate concerning payment
of tuition costs while putting the
finishing touches on construction work as Murray High
School topped the agenda for
the Murray Independent Board
of Education Thursday night.
Superintendent Bob Rogers
told board members during the
meeting that 16 families, representing 22 students from all
three district schools, have not
paid the required tuition and
have not responded to repeated
communication by letter and
telephone to work with district
officials concerning the issue.
Although reluctant to sanction denying access to district
schools. Rogers said the board
must be fair to those who do pay
or are willing to work with the
district to cover the tuition by
paying a little each month.
"Everybody
that
has
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responded and
made an effort
we
have
worked with
whether
it's
only
$20,"
Rogers said.
"We have tried
sending letters
and
phone
calls but there
Rogers
has been no
response.•"
Board members questioned
whether there was any other
option, but finally cast a unanimous vote to give Rogers
authority to deny services to the
families for the upcotning spring
semester beginning Jan. 8 artless
the tuition was paid by Dec. 31
or they have communicated with
the district to make payment
arrangements.
Rogers also noted that the
district's finance foundation is
now taking applications for
assistance in paying tuition for

wmphip

Department personnel have also been busy.
Assistant Road Supervisor Ricky Lowe said
mechanics had already put snow plow
brackets onto the county's four trucks used
to deal with winter weather so that when the
need arises, they can easily put the plow
blades onto their trucks and hit the roads.
"It would just take us a few minutes (to
get the blades on) and well be ready to do
whatever we need to," Lowe said.
Calloway's Road Department oversees
approximately 800 miles of county roads.
More recently, the department has been
dealing with another element from Mother
Nature: rain. Lowe said crews have been all
over the county dealing with washed out
roads and stopped up ditches.
Calloway County and Marshall County
are even under a flood watch from Saturday
morning through Saturday afternoon.
"But if the rain changes to snow, we'll be
ready," Lowe added,
Also ready are grocery stores. Kroger

Co-Manager Wes Pitt said Thursday that
while the store had been busy, traffic would
likely pick up today (Friday) with that
chance of snowfall coming closer.
"It's not like a big snow scare yet," he
said.
Food Giant Manager Cliff Higginson
agreed, but it's good to be prepared for the
usual reactions to the first threats of wintery'
weather.
"It's the typical first storm of the year,
even though the forecast is kinda 'iffy,- he
said minutes after his store opened this
morning.
"There's been a lot of talk about it in the
aisles, but we'll know more today.'
Higginson added.
Stores have made sure to have "staple"
items like bread and milk, since those tend
to go quickest with the threat of bad winter
weather, and Higginson said he was expect-

II See Page 2A
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PHILOSOPHY IS 'IT'S BETTER SAFE THAN SORRY'

By ERIC WALKER
Editor
Well, the threat of snow doesn't appear to
be as great as previously thought. But that
hasn't stopped folks from being prepared —
just in case.
While the word "snow" was batted
around just a day or so ago as a possibility
for the region this weekend, things have
changed on the weather front. The Saturday
forecast is now calling for a 100 percent
chance of rain; however some snowflakes
may fall that night but should only account
for some minor accumulations of around a
half-inch.
But for this time of year, it's better safe
than sorry.
Kentucky Department of Highway
District One crews were pre-treating roads
and highways across their 12-county area in
preparation for any wintery precipitation in
the next 24-48 hours.
Locally, Calloway County Road
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Partly Cloudy
GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & TITO)
COMMENCEMENT PREPARATIONS: A crew of workers disasse
mble the basketball court flooring Thursday at Murray State
University's Regional Special Events Center in preparation for Saturda
y's December 2007 Commencement ceremonies,
Commencement is scheduled for 10 a.m. Doors will open at 8:30
a.m.
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Calloway School Board hears health policy overview
By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
Pat Lane, Food Service
director for the Calloway
County School system, presented the board an overview of the
district's Health and Wellness
Thursday
during
Policy
evening's Board of Education
meeting. Lane told the board
about the district's lunch and
breakfast program, methods of
meeting special diets, summer
feeding program, guidelines,
targeting calorie intake and promoting healthy choices in education.
According to the 2007-2008
Physical
and
Nutritional
Report
Activity
"Calloway C'ounty Schools are
dedicated to serving nutritious
meals and providing physical
activity opportunities as a
means of helping our students
reach proficiency."
"We have five certified physical education teachers on our
district staff. Two registered
nurses provided a variety of
services and resources for our

students and staff. The Calloway
County Schools also use a great
number of community-oriented
resources to provide health and
fitness. All three of the
Calloway County elementary
schools have incorporated the
Take Ten cardiovascular fitness
program into their daily classroom routines," it was reported.
Vicki Williams, district
school nurse, noted that
increased physical activity,
exercise programs and school
committees targeting health
were all being reported.
Randy McCallon, assistant
superintendent, gave the board
an overview of the 2006-07
District Report Card. He
explained that each school
would have its own report card
and the district, as-a-whole,
would also have a report card.
"Our data has been completed and submitted to the state,"
he said. "When finished, the
information will be made available to parents at their individual schools. The District data
will also be made available in
various forms."

Schanbacher, whose patch of a
space vehicle leaving Earth and
heading toward the moon, was
chosen by officials at the
Challenger Learning Center in
Paducah as the front cover
design for their 2007 holiday
card and calendar.
Schanbacher, a student at
Middle
County
Calloway
School. created the patch while
preparing for his class trip to fly
a simulated space mission at the
Challenger Learning Center.
Also recognized for inside artwork lot the calendar was fellow CCMS student. Kayla
Grady.
The Calloway County High
School Academic Lunch program was recognized for its
efforts to help students achieve
higher grade standards. The program refers students to teachers
who work with them at
lunchtime to improve grades.
District Superintendent Steve
Hoskins noted that the program
is designed to assist students and
is not a punitive measure.
Director of Pupil Personnel
Fred Ashby told the hoard that

McCallon said the District
Report Card is a "good
overview of what's going on at
each school and in the district.
This is a worthwhile document
for our parents."
The board recognized Crystal
Jones, a teacher at the Calloway
County Preschool, who received
the Classroom of Excellence
award in June at the Regional
Early
Center
Training
Childhood Conference. The
award is given to exemplary
preschool classrooms, it was
reported.
"Jones has taught for the
Calloway County Schools for
four years and demonstrates a
deep understanding of developmentally appropriate practices.
Her lessons are engaging and
she achieves positive outcomes
from even the most challenging
students. She is friendly, quick
with a smile and a fine example
of a fantastic Calloway County
educator." according to Jason
Scarbrough, principal at the preMarlin
Assistant
school.
McGuire was also recognized.
Also recognized was Tyler

members of the district's
Calendar Committee met and
has designed three draft calendar proposals for the 2008-2009
school year. Those drafts can be
found on the district's Web site
at: www.calloway.k12.ky.us/.
Parents and other residents are
encouraged to visit the site and
participate in a calendar survey,
he said.
During his Superintendent's
Report, Hoskins told the board
that exterior renovation work on
the front entrance at Calloway
County Middle School was
expected to begin Monday.
"They will be working on the
canopy and doors. We will have
to change the entrance and exit
areas unit the work in finished.
We ask parents, students and
others to bear with us while we
re-do some things," he said.
Hoskins also noted that a
recent canine search at the high
school and middle school resulted in a "clean slate" for both
facilities.
He noted that residents
should also watch their motor
vehicle tax bills closely after it

was brought to his attention that
a county tax bill was marked to
go to the Murray Independent
School District.
"We just want everyone to
make sure tax dollars are going
where they need to go. We just
want residents to pay attention
to the bills," he said.
Departmental reports were
Personnel,
for
presented
Transportation, Food Service,
Maintenance and Attendance.
items
Consent Agenda
included: Fiscal Court executes
a deed of certain property to the
Calloway County B
Education and the Calloway
County School District Finance
Corporation; Requests for fund
raisers; Requests to surplus and
dispose items: Emergency substitute approval; Requests for
early graduation; Bid acceptance of used bus/vehicles;
Approval for FY09 continuation
grant for Family Resource
Centers;
Services
Youth
Withdrawal of nonresident students; Pre-travel requests;
Request to abolish position; and
Request for new position.
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From Front

Photo provided
in
Kentucky Highway crews were out pre-treating roads around western Kentucky Thursday
preparation for forecast winter weather this weekend

From Front
ing a large grocery shipment
today.

Lee Edwards is the football
coach at Murray High School.
,)caption in Thursday's
A photo,
Ledger incorrectly identified
him as MHS basketball coach
The Murray Ledger & Times
strives to ensure accurate and
fair reporting, however mistakes occasionally occur It is
the Ledger's policy to correct
errors. To report a news mistake
or error, please call 753-1916

hit said Kroger's corporate and overpasses that may be wet.
Department of Highway offioffices send alerts to stores in
areas where there is the chance cials are also warning motorists
of winter weather and automati- to use extra caution on bridges
cally increase supplies of the and overpasses that typically
freeze before other road surstaple items.
also
But knowing which general faces. Motorists are
grocery items to stock up on. advised to check the tread on
however, is based mainly on their tires and make sure their
vehicle is in good operating
e xpenence.
"The department heads have ccLOition before winter weather
met and talked about the 'store ARs.
stuff,— Pitt explained. "The 1 The threat of precipitation
department heads just know should hang around the region
how people shop" and what long, according to the National
Weather Service forecast this
extra items will he needed.
Still, safety is the most morning. Skies are to become
anixirtant aspect of the possibil- clearer Sunday before clouds
ity of bad weather, whether rain move back into the area
or snow of even cold tempera- Wednesday.
tures, which had affect bridges
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the upcoming semester.
Earlier in the meeting,
Rogers told the board that $212,
694 in renovation work is nearing completion at MHS and the
district is ready to submit final
paperwork to the Kentucky
Department of Education for
inspection and approval of final
payments to contractors.
Pointing out that the project
came_ in less than $3‘000 over
the projected costs of $210,000,
Rogers said he didn't think there
would be any problem in wrapping up the project.
Four much needed improvements to the school have been
nearly completed including
replacement of heating, air conditioning and ventilation systems, the replacement of ceiling
tile, installation of a new security system and some new flooring. The district's next target for
upgrade is the school's parking
lot. The lot is damaged by many
potholes and cracks; possibly
sustained because of a water
drainage system that is inadequate to deal with heavy rains.
"It's just plain old ugly,"
Rogers said.
He said the drainage system
is now equipped with I5-inch
piping that needs to be as much
as 24 to 30 inches and that the
drainage issue must be dealt
with first before the district puts
any money into resurfacing.
Estimates on the cost of both
projects are expected to be presented to the board as soon as
possible.
In other business, the board
heard a report from Eleanor
Spry, assistant superintendent
for curriculum and instruction,
that the district's food service
system is making progress in
providing students with meals
that meet targeted nutrition
goals. Citing the district's recent
nutrition and physical activity
report card now available to the
public. Spry said food services
has made progress in providing
more vitamin A. vitamin C and
calcium while cutting fat content below the required 10 percent to 8.61 percent.
She also commended the district's physical education program and instructors for providing a healthy plan of physical
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MISD's
rigbt,
Purdom,
Sherry
Debbie Walker. left, distnct administrative assistant, were
honored by the Murray Independent Board of Education last
night for winning the Kentucky School Public Relations
Associations Oasis Award,
•honored Sherry Purdom,
students.
to
development
Parent-Teacher organizations the district's public information
were also recognized for provid- officer, and Debbie Walker,
ing playground improvements administrative assistant to Spry,
for winning the Kentucky
districtwide.
Relations
Public
School
In other action, the board:
• recognized five senior Associations Oasis Award.
Purdom and Walker received
Murray High School band members for their leadership in the first place recognition during the
band's accomplishments this KSPRA's annual conference in
year. Recognized were seniors Owensboro for their duo-effort
Trent Heise!, Kaelee King, in creating a brochure for
for
Foundation
Michael Wallin, Cody Seely and MISD's
Kristin Addison. The band Excellence Brochure. The conrecently received second place test recognizes the successful
honors in the state Class AA communications efforts of disBand tricts across the state, as well as
Marching
KMEA
Competition while also receiv- parent and community invols eing state runner-up in their class ment programs and activities.
(first in region; second in state). The entry was selected from
Thirty two band members cho- among 200 submitted from 31
sen for the All-District Band; school systems.
III thanked Briggs & Stratton
one half of all the band members. The MHS band has been for a repeated $3.000 annual
invited to perform at Carnegie contribution to the district's
Hall in New York City in 2009 budget.
as part of the New York Wind
Band Festival
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Defense asks for more time in
case
ex-soldier's Iraq rape-slaying
for a former soldier

Friday, December 14, 2007 •3A

Iraq war vet to face McConnell

Other Democrats considering
By BRUCE SCHREINER
race are Attorney General
the
Associated Press Writer
Stumbo and two wealthy
attorneys
Greg
Defense
—
AAP)
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API - Louisville businessmen —
accused of raping a 14-year-old Iraqi girl and killing her and her fam- Iraq war veteran Andrew Home
Charlie Owen and Greg Fischer
ily asked Thursday for more time to prepare an adequate defense.
entered next year's Senate race
Stumbo, who leaves office
Citing a possible insanity defense and a need to visit the cnrne
Thursday and took aim at the
month, said he hopes to
next
scene in Iraq, Steven D. Green's attorneys argued dunng a hearing
four-term Republican he wants
to Washington soon to
and in a motion filed Thursday, for more time to interview witnesses
travel
Senate
to replace, saying that
the level of financial supand investigate Green's psychiatric background.
gauge
Mitch
Leader
Minority
Attorneys asked for a trial date no earlier than April 2009 lo
port the eventual nominee can
s every"symbolize
McConnell
be
adequatecan
defense
the
and
national
insure that both the United States
from
expect
thing wrong with Washington."
ly prepared" for the trial, according to the motion.
Democratic leaders.
candihis
Home announced
Federal prosecutors have asked for an Aug. 4, 2008 trial date for
His top priority is weighing a
video message
Green, a former 101st Airborne Division private charged with rape dacy in an online
Senate bid, he said, but another
with
McConnell
that linked
and murder in the March 2006 attack.
option is to consider running kir
Assistant U.S. Attorney Manse Ford said the defense request was President Bush and accused
his old seat in the KentuckSi
care,
health
had
on
have
them of failure
"almost laughable" given the nearly year and half attorneys
House, where he was majority
employment and immigration.
to prepare since Green was arrested in June 2006.
leader for years.
in
held
symbeen
...
has
and
McConnell
"Mitch
Green has pleaded not guilty to the charges
Meanwhile. Fischer said he's
bolizes everything wrong with
Kentucky without bond.
busy lining up support and plans
"He
said.
,"
Home
Washington
in early
AP file to announce his decision
bows to big business, practices
January. He said that "money
his
at
returns
election
watch
Steph
politics."
of
wife
kind
his
worst
the
Andrew Home and
won't be a problem" if he gets
McConnell campaign adviser campaign headquarters Tuesday, May 16, 2006, in Louisville,
the race.
into
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A former college student has been Justin Brasell did not respond Ky, where they were awaiting results of a Democratic
make an investment cec"I'll
indicted on murder charges in the death of her daughter, who police directly to Home's attacks, say- Congressional primary. Iraq war veteran Home announced
tainly that will get people's
ing "we look forward to a spirit- his candidacy Thursday for the Senate seat held by
say drowned in a dormitory toilet.
attention," he said.
Kathryn "Katie" McCoy was also indicted Thursday on charges of ed primary contest" among Republican leader Mitch McConnell, saying the four-term
Fischer, 49, is a political
baby
a
to
birth
giving
allegedly
for
evidence
physical
with
Democrats.
tampering
incumbent "symbolizes everything wrong with Washington."
but his father was a
newcomer,
body.
the
girl on Oct. 23 and then concealing
Home faces a primary race
former Gov. John
in
official
top
at
in
McCoy has pleaded not guilty. The 19-year-old former student
next spring that includes at least Anne Northup as part of that. gave them majorities
administration.
Brown's
Y.
bond.
Congress.
$50,000
on
free
resurgence
is
Democrats' national
Bellarmine University
two other Democrats.
The charges came after a baby girl was found in a gym bag in
Home, who spent an eightMcCoy's dorm room at Anniversary Hall on Bellarmine's campus.
month tour of duty in Iraq, said
Police said McCoy gave birth to a baby girt in the bathroom of her McConnell was in lockstep with
dorm room and then let the infant fall into the toilet.
Bush in leading the country into
•
"an ill-conceived and mismanaged war."
"Simply put, while Mitch
McConnell carries George
you're getting $80-$85 a ton for
Bush's water on Iraq, I carried a
From Front
things that are now being
rifle in Iraq," Home said in his
With purchase of a Playing Membership
"Just
The largest expense of the thrown away," he said.
announcement.
s that we
city is total payroll expense, think of the possibilitie
Home, 46, a Louisville attorMurray.
—
have
which for 2007 was nearly $6 could
ney, joined the military shortly
Murray
million, a 5.2 percent increase Calloway County and
after graduating from high
The city State University could be one of school and spent 27 years in the
from last year.
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nearly $7 million on hand at the
MCCH CEO. "It's an (employ-Sanitation: $107.234
time.
ment) option that makes the
-Stormwater: $137,355
McConnell has been running
and
attractive
more
hospital
In other news, the council:
ads in recent weeks
television
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Former student who gave birth in
dorm indicted in baby's death

NO DUES!!!
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This Holiday Season -
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The following is an editorial from another newspaper in Kentucky to offer a point of view from
another area in the Commonwealth. It does not necessarily reflect the editorial opinions or thoughts of
this newspaper:
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A rekindled
sense of urgency
Kentucky's business leaders are wading back
into the education arena with a bunch of good
ideas, including a way to guarantee an affordable
college education to any Kentuckian who's willing
to work for it.
But all the good ideas will be just words on
paper unless there's also a rekindled sense of
urgency and accountability about improving education at every level.
Reviving that urgency is one of the biggest
challenges facing new Kentucky Gov. Steve
Beshear.
It's a good omen that the business community
is showing a renewed interest in education after
being absent from the debate for a while. Kentucky corporations just spent several hundred
thousand dollars on an in-depth study of higher
education by a state Chamber of Commerce task
force.
The task force found that the higher education
reforms of 10 years ago have produced measurable
progress. Enrollments, degree production and university endowments are up. Kentucky has held
steady in per capita income while neighboring
Ohio and Indiana have slipped,
But Kentucky per capita income still trails those
states. A child entering first grade here is much
less likely than his counterparts nationally to come
out the other end of the education pipeline with a
degree. Kentucky produces comparatively fewer
bachelor's degrees for the level of funding than
other states.
And for individuals who do graduate, the payoff is less than in other states because Kentucky
lacks the kind of jobs for which a degree is
demanded.
Gaping geographic disparities persist in education and income. In 59 of Kentucky's 120 counties,
the percent of residents, age 2.5 to 34, with college
degrees is lower than in Mexico.
Affordability is also an obstacle, in fact and perception.
Beshear and the legislature should move quickly
on a major overhaul of need-based financial aid.
The chamber recommends a "last dollar" plan
similar to those in Minnesota and Oregon. Students who want to enroll in a public university or
community or technical college would commit to
paying what they could earn working a full-time
minimum-wage job in the summer and 10 to 15
hours a week during school.
Their families would contribute based on what
federal financial aid formulas say they can afford.
Then the state would promise to make up the
remaining difference — at a relatively low cost to
the state.
Beshear and lawmakers must also halt what the
chamber task force calls "a steady drift away"
from strategic budgeting in higher education. This
will require re-establishing higher-ed planning bodies.
The link between education and the economy is
direct and strong. Kentucky launched education
reform from so far behind that it must be extra
smart and run extra hard just to stay even.
— Lexington Herald-Leader
Lexington, Ky.
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HOLDING THEIR FIRE
JOHNSTON. Iowa (AP)
— The subdued Republican
debate Wednesday belied the
fierce, increasingly negative
battle in Iowa and elsewhere
for the party's presidential
nomination.
The candidates largely
held their fire in their final
meeting before the state's
Jan. 3 leadoff caucuses,
mindful that negative campaigning can backfire, particularly in Iowa.
"Let's raise the level of
dialogue and discussion and
debate in this campaign,"
Arizona Sen. John McCain
proposed. well into a 90minute debate remarkably
free of acrimony.
Offstage, the GOP race
has turned sharply contentious.
In Iowa, religion and
immigration are dominating
the campaign three weeks
before the state's caucuses.
With polls showing a dead
heat. Mitt Romney and Mike
Huckabee have squared off
daily on both issues.
Romney. a former Massachusetts governor, started
running a TV ad this week
-- the race's first negative
commercial — accusing
Huckabee, a former Arkansas
governor, of being soft on
illegal immigration. Huckabee, for his part. invoked
Romney's Mormon faith in
an interview. The ordained
Southern Baptist preacher
asked: "Don•t Mormons
believe that Jesus and the
devil are brothers'"
But none of that was
raised in the debate, and the
nine men on the stage were
on their best behavior. Most
passed up multiple opportunities to go after each other.
instead restating their positions on everything from
trade to taxes.
In part, the bland tone

POLITICS TODAY
By Liz Swan
was the consequence of
sober questions focused on
the economy and the like, as
well as a format, and moderator, that didn't encourage
direct confrontation. The candidates also were aware of
the lesson learned in the
2004 Democratic race —
Iowans don't like political
attacks.
The result: a debate that
didn't live up to its potential
to be a defining point in the
race.

"This is going to be forgotten," said Scott Reed. a
Republican who managed
Bob Dole's 1996 campaign.
"For the guys in the front.
Huckabee and Romney. it
was a good day. It didn't do
anything to shatter their
standing."
Added Ed Rogers, a GOP
strategist unaligned in this
race: It was the last game
of the season, so you would
have thought it would be
exciting and some people
would make some big. trick
plays. But no. I'm surprised."
The subject of education
produced the only semblance
of sparks.
Moments after Huckabee
said schools should provide
all students with music and
art instruction at all grade
levels, Colorado Rep. Tom
Tancredo took him to task.
—That's not the job of a
president. It's the job of a
governor," he said. "That's
what you should run for if
you want to dictate curriculum."
Huckabee responded by
saying that in his decade as
governor he had the "most
impressive education record."

That brought a polite disagreement from Romney. "1
just wanted a small adjustment to what Governor
Huckabee had to say. And I
don't believe you had the
finest record of any governor
in American on education,"
he said, eliciting laughter
from the debate audience.
Indeed. Arkansas public
school students scored at or
below the national average in
four federal education lest
categories in 2007: Massachusetts public school students scored first in all
areas, math and reading for
both 4th graders and 8th
graders.
A couple of candidates
did manage to throw some
elbows.
Former Tennessee Sen.
Fred Thompson used his
answer on taxes to poke a
rival worth between $190
million and $250 million:
"My goal is to get into Mitt
Romney's situation, where I
don't have to worry about
taxes anymore.- When Romney took issue with the
comment. Thompson, a TV
and film actor, shot back:
"Well, you know, you're getting to be a pretty good
actor."
McCain, assailed in corngrowing Iowa for his opposition to ethanol subsides, all
but called his rivals fakes,
saying: "I don't believe that
anybody can stand here and
say that they're a fiscal conservative and yet support
subsidies" that hurt the U.S.
economy.
Carolyn Washburn, editor
of The Des Moines Register
and the debate moderator,
brought about a mini-revolt

at one point when she asked
all the candidates to raise
their hands if they thought
global warming was a serious threat caused by human
behavior. "I'm not doing
hand shows today," said
Thompson. "You want to
give me a minute to answer
that?"
"No, I don't," Washburn
said.
"Well, then I'm not going
to answer it," Thompson said
as former New York Mayor
Rudy Giuliani, McCain and
others talked over one another.
'Ultimately, no one disputed global warming was a
problem or that humans at
least contribute to it.
For a change, conservative
commentator Alan Keyes was
included in the debate. Virtually absent from the campaign trail, he kept pleading
for equal time.
At one point, Giuliani
defended himself over security expenses being charged to
obscure city offices as he
began his extramarital affair
with his now-wife Judith.
"My government in New
York City was so transparent
that they knew every single
thing I did almost every
time I did," the former
mayor said. "I can't think of
a public figure that's had a
more transparent life than
I've had."
That comment provided an
opening for any one of his
rivals, yet none seized it.
In short, nobody wanted
to be the Grinch — at least
not in a televised debate in
Iowa, the land of nice, just
weeks before the caucuses
and in the midst of the holiday season.
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Liz Sidoti covers the 2008
presidential campaign for
The Associated Press.
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Another winter storm to hit nation's heartland

Mrs. OW D. Kemp

OKLAHOMA CITY(AP)Another wintry blast was forecast today for the nation's midsection, where hundreds of thousands are still in the dark after a
deadly ice storm brought down
power lines, snapped trees and
coated roads.
The system could complicate
restoration efforts to the some
500,000 homes and businesses
in Oklahoma, Kansas and
Missouri still without power
after the first storm darkened 1
million customers at its height
earlier this week.
Between two and six inches
of snow was predicted for parts
of Kansas and Oklahoma, said
Ken Harding, a meteorologist
with the National Weather
Service in Topeka. Kan. The
Mrs. Susan Kay CrItbuidon Stone
Mrs. Susan Kay Crittendon Stone, 44, Deltona, Fla., died Nation Weather Service issiaid
winter w liter watches for the
Monday, Dec. 10, 2007.
northwes
two-thirds
of
A 1981 graduate of Murray High School, Murray, Ky., she was
Oklahort from this afternoon
born Oct. 28, 1963, in Newport News, Va. Preceding her in death
through Saturday morning.
were one daughter, Michelle, one sister, Pamela, and her father,
Many emergency shelters
Jackie Paul Crittendon.
already were filled, with some
Survivors include two sons, Matthew and Michael, one daughter, residents on their fourth or
fifth
Amanda, her mother, Mrs. Janice Scales, St. Cloud, Fla., and two day of waiting for power to
AP
sisters, Cindy Crittendon, South Carolina, and Brenda Crittendon, return. Kim Harrel has been Quy To, left, helps his sister, Anh To, center, up after their mother Phuong Nguyen, right,
St. Cloud.
staying at an American Red sprayed them with snow from the snowblower at their home in East Hartford, Conn. Thursday.
The funeral will be held today (Friday) at 2 p.m. at Baldauff Cross shelter in downtown Tulsa
middle of the country, it made and checked in at a motel for the
The region was readying for
Family Funeral Home and Crematory, 1233 Saxon Blvd., Orange since Monday.
:
another major storm this weekCity, FL 32763.
"It's a very humbling thing in travel difficult. Flights were afternoon.
"In just an hour, the roads end. Harding said the storm
life," Harrel said, watching her delayed or canceled and the
Mrs. Jeanne Tucker West
kids play a game of Twister in heavy snow snarled traffic with went from being bare to being heading for Oklahoma will
fender-benders
from covered in snow," McCaulley intensify. Starting Sunday night,
The funeral for Mrs. Jeanne Tucker West will be Saturday at 1 the gymnasium on Thursday.
the system will drop "huge
p.m. at Glendale Road Church of Christ, Murray. John Dale will
Meanwhile, residents in the Pennsylvania to Massachusetts. said.
David Rose, who owns an amounts of snow, probably blizofficiate. Burial will follow in the Murray City Cemetery.
Northeast were hard at work Most schools canceled classes,
Visitation will be at the church after noon on Saturday. J.H. today shoveling driveways and but in Rhode Island, the storm auto body and repair shop, zard conditions in New
Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
walkways. As the storm moved left many Providence children expects to be one of the few ben- England," he said.
More than a foot of snow was
Mrs. Tucker, 80, auburn, Calif., formerly of Murray, died east, it changed from ice to stuck in buses or at school for eficiaries of the storm.
"We'll have a lot of collision predicted for places in Vermont,
Saturday, Dec. 8, 2007, in Auburn.
snow, and dropped anywhere hours.
Janet McCaulley, a doctor, repair, batteries, tires and a lot of New Hampshire, upstate New
She and her husband, Joseph D. West, to whom she was married 1 from two inches to a little more
tried
to drive from Boston to things people realize they need- York
and
northern
for 62 years, lived in Murray from 1947 to 2002, where they were than a foot across the region.
While it didn't cause the work an overnight shift at Cape ed, wipers for the snow," said Pennsylvania.
active members of Glendale Road Church of Christ. They moved to 1
Cod Hospital, but couldn't get Rose, whose shop is in
Auburn in 2002 to be near their family and joined Auburn Church of same problems as it did in the
there. She found a replacement Columbia. Conn.
Christ. Born April 16, 1927, in Kirksey, Ky., she was the daughter of
the late Hiram and Noreen Tucker. One brother, Donald Tucker, also
preceded her in death.
Survivors in addition to her husband, are one daughter, Dianne
McGarey, Norcross, Ga..; two sons, Joe Dale West, Lanai, Hawaii,
BATON ROUGE, La. (AP) traveling to the university implemented such emergency- the LSU band practices," Zewe
and James West, Auburn; daughter-in law, Bethany West, and two
Police were searching this Friday morning and police alert measures afier shootings at said. "It's only about two blocks
grandchildren, Madison and Landon, all of Auburn; one sister, Dr.
morning for three men believed patrols were increased on cam- Virginia Tech University earlier from Kirby-Smith hall, where
lAmetta Shearer, Louisville.
to have shot to death two gradu- pus.
this year.
the Jindal transition office is."
ate students late Thursday night
The men were from India,
The apartment building
Jindal, Louisiana's newly
Carl E. Harris
in
an
apartment
on
the
campus
Zewe
said.
bioKomma
was
in
where
the
shootings
took
place
elected
governor, is also Indian
The funeral for Carl E. Harris will be Saturday at 2 p.m. in the
chemistry and Allam was in the is designated for married and descent. "Police actually think it
chapel of Webb Funeral Home, Shelbyville. Visitation will be at the of Louisiana State University.
Police called the attack a chemistry doctoral program.
graduate students. It is on the was a straight home invasion
funeral home from 6 to 9 p.m. tonight (Friday).
The shootings happened as edge of the campus, close to one and not a concern to the rest of
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Michael Quinlan Brain home invasion.
The victims, identified as- final exams were nearing corn- of Baton Rouge's highest-crime the campus," Calongne said.
Tumor Foundation, 4012 Dupont Cir., AIL Louisville, KY 40207- '
4818. Online condolences may be sent to www.webbfuneralhome. Chandrasekhar Reddy Komma pletion on the 30,000-student areas.
Associated Press reporter
and Kiran Kumar Allam, both campus and classes were not
com.
"There have been some Mary Foster contributed to this
Mr. Harris, 75, Louisville, died Tuesday, Dec. 11, 2007, in doctoral students, were found canceled. "Finals wrap up crimes there, but it's also where story.
Louisville. His death followed an illness.
inside an apartment at the Saturday, but many of them are
Retired from Stork Technology, he had recently worked as a sen- Edward Gay complex after cam- already finished,- said LSU
ior materials specialist for Donan Engineering. An avid tennis play- pus police received a call about spokeswoman
Kristine
er, he was an active member of the USTA. He was a member of 10:30 p.m. seeking medical Calongne. "A lot of students
Watkins United Methodist Church.
attention.
have already gone home."
Born in Chapel Hill, Tenn., he was the son of the late Hughie Carl
Both men had been shot once
A text message was sent to
Harris and Nell Harmon Harris.
in the head, according to Charles students registered for an emerSurvivors include his wife, Mrs. Linda Ross Harris, formerly of Zewe, a spokesman for the LSU gency alert system, but not
all
Murray, to whom he had been married for 14 years; one daughter,
System.
students received it, the univerWendy Hackett, Hendersonville, Tenn.; two sons, Clay Harris and
Including the Treatment of Hearing
"From what we're being told. sity said. The problem was
Scott Harris, both of Mentor, Ohio; one stepdaughter, Marian
Komma was bound with a com- being investigated.
Loss and Ringing in the Ears
Hogan, Shelbyville; one stepson, Dr. Mark Henderson, Louisville;
"We had a small number who
two sisters, Mrs. Joyce Cummings. Spencer, Tenn., and Mrs. Mary puter cable and shot," Zewe
No Referrals Required
Lou Tingler, Chapel Hill; one brother, Earl Harris, Murfreesboro, said. "The other man was found did not get the message,"
Dr. Phillip'Dapper
the
door."
near
Calongne
said.
"But
only
a
few
Most insurance Accepted
Tenn.; five grandchildren; three stepgrandchildren.
There was no indication of of our students signed up for the
Beverly Jones -Audiologist
forced entry," Zewe said.
notices, so we didn't just rely on
The call to 911 was made by it." Calongne said only 8,000
Patricia Klapper RN - Hearing Aid Specialist
Allam's pregnant wife, who students - less than one-third
L
returned
home
and
found
the
of the student body - had
Mrs. Lucile Dodd
The funeral for Mrs. Lucile Dodd was today (Friday) at 11 a.m. men dead," said Srinivasa signed up for cell-phone notifiin the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Rev. Frank McCallum Pothakamuri, a friend of cation.
Medical Arts Building Suite 304 E
Allam's. She called 911, he said.
Officials also sent out an eofficiated.
No other incidents were mail to all LSU e-mail address,
300 South 8th Street • Murray, KY 42071
Pallbe_arers were Dustin Dodd, Jack W. Dodd,
Quin ten
Dodd, Nathan Dodd and Jamie Trevathan. Burial was in the Old reported and the campus was not voice mail messages and posted
locked down, though officials a notice on the LSU website.
Salem Cemetery.
(270)759-4811 • 1(800)291-4926
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Old Salem Cemetery were cautioning students about Many colleges and universities
Fund, do Stan Downs. 1385 A.B. Lassiter Rd., Murray, KY 42071
or Brooks Chapel Cemetery,c/o Eddie Ramsey,2034 Roosevelt Rd.,
Dexter, KY 42036.
Mrs. Dodd, 94, Locust Grove Road, Murray, died Tuesday, Dec.
II, 2007, at 9:55 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A retired school teacher of the Calloway County School System,
i.14
Investments Since 1854
6 dip 4,)
she taught at Faxon, Almo and Locust Grove Schools. She was of
J4
:
.
6
Methodist faith.
P te.4
r••••••-•1
•
Preceding her in death were one son, Thomas Dodd on May 24,
L_26.57 - 0.59
Dols Jones Ind. Mg. ....1M48.2 -65.7
Intel
2006,two sisters, Lotty Trevathan and Fancy Burkeen; six brothers,
Air
Products
Kroger
Gobel, Max, Jim Hardy, Milton and Tom Walston. Born July
AT&T,
0.50
Mattel
______-20.14• 0.16
21, 1913. in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late Gus
iloticlay Clearance
e:
• 0.37
BB&T
Walston and Ola Barnett Walston.
McDossalcks..----61.63 + 0.12
Brigs & Stratton
- 0.45
Survivors include her husband. M.L.(Jack) Dodd, to whom she
was married in December 1937 in Fulton; two sons, Billy Dodd and
Bristol Myers Squibb .-.2&42 - 0.38
ul/e1,4‘,:;;
Microsoft
+ 0.24
wife, Debbie, and Bobby Dodd, all of Murray; four grandchildren.
'i°w:4:444
Caterpillar
+ 0.22
Penney
'7l -5.88
J.C.
v;
•
•
Christmas
Decor
Quinten Dodd and wife, Stephanie, Jack Dodd and wife, Amelia,
Cher ron Texaco Corp -.92.77 - 0.31
Pepsiro. Inc. ----78.51 • 0.18
and Nathan Dodd, all of Murray, and Chris Dodd and wife, Melissa.
• Select Fountains
Daimler Chrysier...--..95.29 3.05
Pfizer, Inc.-.----1332•032
Ave.
Cole,
Almo; 12 great-grandchildren, Dustin, Hannah, Ella,
Dean Foods.......--....26.43 - 0.19
• Pottery & Planters
Chandler and Chloe Dodd, all of Murray, and Melilla, Haley,
4.24
Regions Financial
Exxon-Mobil.
92.85 + 0.08
Briarma, Ethan and Annie Mae Dodd, all of Almo; daughter-in-law,
• Flags cfc Garden Art
Schering-Plough
--ASS•0.33
Ford Motor..
-6.92 - 0.0
Mrs. Hilda Dodd, and two nieces, Mrs. Hilda Cunningham and Mrs.
Sears Raiding Corp ---.106.011• 3.26
1 V,
Gillen' Electric
- 0.14
Charlotte McDougal, all of Murray; two nephews, Jamie Trevathan,
Murray, and Larry Walston, Hopkinsville.
General !Wotan
&36 Tine Warner--16.3I + 0.13
US Bancorp --.--33.14•0.01
444i'VV•11,f1
GlaxoSmiekKline ADR ...3331 0,62
• '1 • Wqt 44,ir
PV,1
+ 0.13
0.20
Goodrich
73.4
+
''‘•• 14i
Itollunt fulls
WellPoint Inc
+ 0.36
Goodyear
91• 016
( (.erliticates
Wit-Mart
47.02 -0.41
flopFed Bank• -1438 B 14.36 A
Mrs. Opal D. Kemp, 98, Paris, Tenn., died Thursday, Dec. 13,
2007, at Paris Henry County Ngs & Rehab Center, Paris.
She was a member of East Wood Church of Christ, Paris.
Preceding her in death were her ftrst husband, Gilbert Sills, her
second husband,Chester Kemp, one son, Chester L. Sills, daughterin-law, Pauline Sills, two sisters and two brothers. Born Jan. 7, 1909,
in Dover, Tenn., she was the daughter of the late Samual L. Hosford
and Fannie Lyons Hosford.
Survivors include two sons, Ronnie Sills and wife, Sue, Murray,
Ky., and Clinton Sills and wife, Jay, Alger, Mich.; one stepdaughter,
Mrs. Elise Camp and husband, L.A., Atlanta, Ga.; five grandchildren, Gilbert and Dana Sills, Cathy Phelan, Marla Murray and Pam
Harper; three stepgrandchildren; seven great-grandchildren; two
great-great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Monday at 1 p.m. in the LeDon Chapel of
Ridgeway Funeral Home, Paris. Pallbearers will be John Phelan,
Cody Hart, Gilbert Sills, Joe and Sammy Hosford and Dewayne and
Kyle Harper. Burial will follow in the Memorial Cemetery, Paris,
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 10 a.m. Monday.
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Two Ph.D students killed on LSU campus
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Volunteers bell ringers needed

evenl

by local Salvation Army Unit

7?emthders

The Calloway County Salvation Ariny
service Unit continues to need volunteer
bell ringers at Wal-Mart.
Time slots are Saturday from 4 to 9
p.m.: Monday to Friday, Dec. 21, from 49 p.m.; Saturday, Dec. 22, from 9 a.m. to
5 p.m.
Volunteers may contact Kerry Lambert
at 227-9068 during the day or 753-7i65
after 4 p.m.

The following is at reminder
of- an event planned for the corning week that was recently
published in the Murray Ledger
tt
Hake Taylor
Wayat1,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. David
Wyatt. and Nathan Allen
Musser,son of Raymond Musser of Hiael .uid Glenda Muss,er of-Eat
gton, will be married Saturday. Dec. I. 2007.
at 2 p.m. at University Church
of Christ. 801 North 12th St.,
Murray. A reception will thilow at the Murray Woman's
Club house. 704 Vine St., Murray. All relatives and friends
are invited.
Mr. and Mrs. James Dale
Miller of Murray will he honored at a reception, hosted by
their family, in celebration of
their WM wedding anniversary
on Sunday. Dec. 16, 2007,
from 1:30 to 3:30 p.m. in the
fellowship hall of Flint Baptist Church. All relatives and
friends are invited. The couple requests that guests not
bring gilts.

Jo's
Datebook

Residents will light luminaries

Ledger 8 Times photo

NEED LINE DONATION: Sam Morehead, Jordan Boyd, Tomas Ferreyra and Nico Ferreyra.
and 21 other members of the Krwanis Club-sponsored Pack 57 Cub Scout troop, collected
some 500 pounds of items and delivered them to Need Line Tuesday. The items were collected by the Pack recently around Murray and Calloway County.

ray State University. Richmond
College will have features touch
like the new Clark College hut
with its own personality. Oatman will show the floor plans
and the design of the building.
Katie DeCillo, Murray State
student, will have local news.
DeCillo will feature the visit
a Brad Cowgill. interim president for the Council on Postsecondary Education to the
campus of Murray State.
Cowgill met with 'University
leaders to show how Murray
State can be a part of The
Double the Numbers Plan. The
plan is a statewide plan to
double the number of college
graduates to the national average by 2020. She will als,
share the air times of The HO

idays at Murray State. a television production featuring the
Murray State Jazz Orchestra.
Concert Choir, Brass Ensembles, and the Voices of Praise.
"Roundabout Murray." the
weekly 30-minute video magazine of Murray State University. brings you up-to-date with
area events.
The program airs Tuesdays
and Fridays at 6 p.m. on MSU
TV- I I . Roundabout Murray
also airs on WPSD News Channel 6 Sunday at midnight, Murray Electric System IChannel

IS) Wednesday 6 p.m., on New
Wave in Murray, Ky. (Channel 19.) Sunday mornings 8 a.m.,
and 12 noon. in Hopkinsville
IChannel 10). Wednesday and
Friday nights at 6 p.m.. and
MediaComm serving the cities
of Murray. Mayfield, Benton
and Calvert City and the counties of Calloway. Graves and
Marshall on Wednesdays at 5
p.m.
Also visit the show on the
web
at
www.myspace.com/roundaboutmurray.

Movies in the Indoors will be tonight at 7 at Harvest Land
Ministries International, 1306A South 12th St.. Murray, across
from Dwain Taylor Chevrolet. Everything is free. For information call 435-4553.

42071

t. I

Murray State University is selling poinsettias at the Pullen
Farm Greenhouse, corner of Hickory and Locust Streets, Murray. Hours for Saturday are 9 a.m, to noon, but call for hours
during the week. For information call 767-0467.
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Glory Bound will, be tonight
photo
LEADERSHIP TOMORROW DONATION: Melissa Finklea,
director of marketing and business development for The
Murray Bank. right, presents a $200 check to Leadership
Tomorrow Director Jean Bennett. The funds will sponsor two
students for the year. Other businesses are encouraged to
participate, as well.
Ledger .8 Times

ofilh0

Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be tonight
from 7 to 9 in the fellowship hall of Goshen United Methodist
Church. 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella. Featured will be The
Peacemakers and The Baker Brothers. There is no admission
charge, but items for Need Line will be accepted. For more
information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643, Renee Taylor at
753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666 or e-mail glory-bound@hotmail.com. Glory Bound will not meet Fridays, Dec. 21 and
28.

o

Reformers Unanimous to meet
Theatres

• •

1008 Chestnut St.
NO CHECKS

SCHEDULE GOOD THAU DEC.20
moviesinmurray.com
Alvin & The Chipmunks
PC- 1 -00 - 3:05 - 6:55 - 9:00

Reformers Unanimous. a Christ-centered addictions program.
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastward Baptist Church.
For information or for a ride call 753-1834.

Project Graduation plans promotion
Calloway County High School Project Graduation has a
variety of candles which are being sold for $5 each at Shemwell's
Antiques, 4536 US, Hwy. 641 South, Hazel. For information
call 492-8308.

Fred Claus
PG13 • 1:30 • 3:55 • 7:05 - 925

August Rush
PG - 1255 • 3:20 • 7:15 '9:35

y0OFF
Fie Aft

The Golden Compass
PG13 - 105 - 3:30 - 7:25 - 9-40
SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 PM
ON SAT 8. SUN. ONLY

DISCOUNTS
UP TO

305-C S. 12` St. • Murray
753-5678
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Movies In the Indoors tonight

Murray First UPC
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MSU Horticulture has poinsettias

WATCH, Inc., is currently selling tickets to win two tickets to the University of Kentucky and University of Louisville
basketball game at Rupp Arena, Lexington on Jan. 5. Tickets
are $2 each or 7 tickets for a $10 donation and may be purchased at the Murray Bank, Massey BP and WATCH, Inc. The,,
drawing will be Tuesday at noon. All proceeds benefit WATCH.
Inc. For information call 759-1965, ext. 100 or 105.

Come Study Bible Prophecy With Ils At

1•%

New -Beginnings will meet Saturday at 6:30 at Westside
Baptist Church. Robertson Road South off Ky. 94 West, Murray. Media Erickson, soloist, will present the program. A potluck
meal will be served. This is a support group for the interests
of the formerly incarcerated and the public is invited. For
more information call 753-0156.

WATCH Inc. holding ticket promotion

Pr o/o4ecy Sewi;raf.s.

December 15, 2007 • 7:00 p.m.

New Beginnings Group will meet

Angels Attn: at. 972 Chestnut St., Murray, will close for
renovations on Saturday and will reopen on Thursday. Jan, 3.
2008, at II a.m. The public is asked to watch for special
sales. Donations will be accepted at the back door as always.
Funds from this store help to help operate the Angels Community Clinic at 1005 Poplar St.. Murray.

MORNING

Contact: Pastor Shannon Whitton
270.556-4105

Santa will be at his house- on the downtown courtsquare
Saturday from 10:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. to visit with children
for their Christmas wishes. This is sponsored by Murray Main
Street.
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Angels Attic will close for renovation

REDatSKY

1941 tate Roots. 121 *s. ,

The residents of Olive Boulevard in Murray will continue
with their tradition of lighting luminaries along the boulevard
for the pleasure of the public on Saturday and Sunday evenings.
Motorists are asked to drive slow and turn off their -lights to
get the best effect. The residents will place the luminaries
which are candles in sand in paper bags along the boulevard.
In case of rain on Saturday, the residents will not light the
luminaries; but will still have them out on Sunday.

Santa to be at house

MCCH expansion will be featured on 'Roundabout Murray'
During this week. "Roundabout Murray" is featuring the
Murray Calloway County Hospital Expansion, the new Murray State Richmond College and
Local News with Katie DeCillo..
Keith Bailey. CEO of the
hospital will take you on a
visual tour of the expansion
project. The hospital will be
able to serve the region with
a better facility due to the
expansion Bailey will also
explain how this project will
benefit each patient at the Hospital
taiman. director for
facilities management design
and construction will also
Vivar on "Roundabout Mur
ray- to share the plans for a
new Rishmond College at Mur-

Animal Rescue plans event

Lost But Loved (LBL) Animal Rescue will
By Jo Burkeen
have its third annual Christmas on Saturday
Community
from 3 to 7 p.m. at the Murray Calloway
Editor
County Animal Shelter. Every dog or 'cat
adopted at the open house will receive a free bag of science
diet food, a bath, pedicure. ear cleaning, wormed and all shots
except rabies. Each adopter's name will be put into a drawing for a free spay/neuter, provided by LBL. Also LBL Will
micro-chip all pets for SIO and there will be a special dog/cat
Christmas treats, available for purchases. Free hot cocoa and
cookies will be served.

I Am Legend
PG13 - 1:20 - 3:40 - 7:35 • 9:50

The Mist
R - 3:15 - 9:10
Mr. Magorium's
G - 1:10- 7:10

Enchanted
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COOKBOOKS: Tracey Wortham, president, right and
Cynthia Barnes, second vice president, show one of the
Murray Woman's Club 100 th Anniversary Cookbook
."Recipes & Remembrances" now on sale for $14 at the
Murray-Calloway Chamber of Commerce and downtown at
the Murray Convention and Visitors Bureau at its new location
on 201 South 4th St. and at Howe & Melton LLP at 301
Maple St. Featured are 475 favorite recipes contributed by
club members for this historic edition celebrating the club's
centennial year.

Calloway County Schools
Parents & Staff are invited to
take the Calloway County
Schools 2008-09 Calendar Survey.
From the Calloway County
Schools website home page
(www.calloway.kyschools.us),
use the site navigation bar on
the left side to open the District Calendar page. The survey link is located on this
page.
The purpose of the survey
is to solicit input from CCSD
stakeholders regarding the
2008-09 school calendar. The
district Calendar Committee
will review input generated
from this survey as one factor in developing a school calendar that serves instruction
of CCSD students. The survey will be open until Dec.
20. Limit responses to one survey per family.

Unique internship opportunity being offered
The Kentucky Institute for
International Studies (KIIS), in
conjunction with the Vienna
International Exchange Corporation, is offering a two-month
internship program in Vienna,
Austria from May 31 to Aug.
3. 2008.
The Vienna locale offers
much more than just a beautiful, historic city. It is a thriving modem metropolis with a
vast array of business and international opportunities. The KIIS
Internship will provide approximately 15 students with varied intern positions within a
diverse group of businesses.
Placements include accounting/auditing, artistic intern for
a literature organization, marketing for an internet provider,
travel assistant in a travel
agency, and administrative
intern for the Jewish Museum
or an interactive museum of
music. These represent such
,'unique international employment experiences that the students who participate will gain
an important edge over the
• competition upon graduation.
The KIIS Vienna internship
is available to students studying business, political science,
history, humanities and fine arts.
The program does not require
prior study abroad experience
or a foreign language and is
open to all students with junior standing (equivalent to 60
or more credit hours) who possess at least a 3.0 GPA in their
major.
Lasting two months, the
internship allows student to
register for three or six credit hours for the summer semester. The courses are: 488 Internship (pass/fail) or 489 Internship (for a grade), and MLA
314: Cultural Heritage Abroad.
Participants will have the
chance to use their free time
after work each day and on
weekends to indulge in cultural opportunities from plays and
musicals to museums and exhibitions.
Students who have taken
German language courses will
benefit from the immersion into
the daily life of Vienna through
personal interaction, although
no knowledge of German is
required for most of the internships.Interns will live in a modem residential facility dedicated to international students.
According to the justreleased 2007 National Survey
of Student Engagement(NSSE),
sttigents who study abroad

WOCIIS aftri

Mosces are easy fuct call

Robert Winton Jr.
270-753-4751
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report greater gains in intellectual and personal development than their peers who do
not have such experiences.
Additionally, an internship or
field placement iscIfte single
most powerful culminating col-''
lege experience in terms of
personal
and
professional
growth, reports the Indiana University Center for Postsecondary
Research.
With a limited number of

internships available, students
are urged to apply early for
consideration. The deadline for
applications is Feb. I. 2008.
Additional details on this and
many other KIIS programs for
summer 2008 can be found on
the website, www.kiis.org.
KIIS Vienna Internship
Study Abroad is directed by
Dr. Meg Brown. She can be
contacted
via
email
at
meg brown@murravstate.edu.

Ledger & Times photo

SENIOR INTERVIEWS: Murray High School senior Caitlin Williams participates in senior interviews with Murray Ledger & Times Editor Eric Walker Monday at MHS. The process is sponsored by the high school English department, 4-H, and the Tiger Den. Williams was interested in learning more about the publishing field.

Red Cross launches holiday gift giveaway
As a thank you for giving
the gift of life during Dec.2I
- Jan. 6, the American Red
Cross will register all presenting blood donors for a 32-inch
flat screen HDTV. In Calloway County, donors have the
opportunity to give the gift of
life on Dec. 28 at the George
Weaks Community Center from
2 p.m. to 7 p.m. and on Dec.
30 at Kroger from 11 a.m. to
3 p.m.
Every two seconds someone in America needs blood,
and this need remains constant
despite holiday travel and celebrations. Each day, the Ten-

nessee Valley Blood Region
needs about 800 points of blood
to support patients at local hospitals and medical facilities.
Blood donations are used to help
accident victims, cancer and
blood disorder patients, and
people undergoing surgery.
To donate blood, one must
be at least 17 years-old, weigh
at least 110 pounds and be in
general good health. Please call
1-8(X)-GIVE-LIFE today or visit
www.givelife.org to 'schedule
an appointment to give blood.
-The need for blood doesn't take a holiday. So instead
of buying 'just another pres-

ent' for someone on your shopping list, why not honor them
by giving the ultimate gift, the
gift of life," said Tory Daughrity, executive director of the
Calloway County Chapter.
The Calloway County Chapter of the American Red Cross
is a Murray-Calloway County
United Way Partner Agency.

To place an
ad call
753-1916
LEDGER & TIMES

from 1907 to 2007 Dawahares has been a proud part of Christmas in Kentucky

Menus for the various lunchrooms of the Murray City
Schools and Calloway County Schools have been released by
Bridget Jaszenko and Pat Lane, food service directors respectively, for the week of Dec. 17-21. Murray and Calloway
schools will not be in session on Thursday and Friday for
the beginning of Christmas holidays.
Menus, subject to oceNgional changes based on availability of food, are as follows:
MURRAY CITY
Elementary - Breakfast (toast, cereal, juice and milk available daily) Monday • scrambled eggs; Tuesday - gravy and
biscuit; Wednesday - toaster strudel. Lunch (canned or fresh
vegetables, canned or fresh fruit and lowfat milk available
daily) Monday - cheeseburger, burrito w/salsa; Tuesday - chili
w/cheese sticks, ghlled chicken on bun; Wednesday - sack
lunch - hot dog, peanut butter and jelly sandwich.
Middle - Breakfast (toast, cereal, juice and milk available
daily) Monday - toaster pastries; Tuesday - sausage and biscuit; Wednesday - breakfast pizza. Lunch (cooked and fresh
vegetables, canned or fresh fruit and lowfat milk available
daily) Monday - chicken nuggets, peanut butter and jelly sandwich; Tuesday - crispito w/cheese, com dog; Wednesday hot ham and cheese sandwich, chicken salad sandwich.
High - Breakfast (toast, cereal, juice and milk available
daily) Monday - breakfast bagel; Tuesday - biscuit and gravy;
Wednesday - Honey bun. Lunch (hamburger, cheeseburger,
pizza, cooked and fresh vegetables, canned and fresh fruit
and lowfat milk available daily) Monday - chicken patty sandwich, corn dog; Tuesday - ham and cheese sub sandwich,
chef salad w/crackers and dressing; Wednesday - ham and
cheese sandwich, pimento cheese sandwich, peanut butter
and jelly sandwich.
GALLOWAY COUNTY
Snacks for Preschool and Elementaries - Monday orange, milk; Tuesday - muffin, milk; Wednesday - banana,
milk; Thursday - applesauce. scooby snack; Friday - cereal,
graham crackers, milk.
Preschool - Breakfast (milk, toast, cereal and juice available daily) Monday - cheese toast, applesauce; Tuesday biscuit w/sausage gravy; Wednesday - oatmeal, poptart; Thursday - cereal, poptart; Friday - muffin, yogurt. Lunch (assorted vegetables, chef salad, fruits and milk served daily) Monday - pepperoni pizza, whole kernel corn, apple sauce; Tuesday • taco salad, pinto beans, lettuce, tomato, wheat bread;
Wednesday - vegetable soup, grilled cheese, mixed fruit;
Thursday - cheese pizza, garden salad w/dressing, whole
kernel corn: Friday - peanut butter and jelly sandwich, carrots w/dip, peaches.
Elementaries - Breakfast (cereal, assorted toast, yogurt,
fruit juice, fresh fruit and milk served daily) Monday - chicken biscuit; Tuesday - pancakes w/syrup; Wednesday - yogurt,
toast; Lunch (assorted vegetables, fruit, chef salads, milk
served daily) - Monday - sausage, egg and biscuit, ham and
cheese sandwich, grilled cheese sandwich; Tuesday - pizza,
Chuckwagon sandwich, yogurt, animal crackers; Wednesday hot dog, ham and cheese sandwich, peanut butter and jelly
sandwich.
Middle - Breakfast (fruits, fruit juice, toast, cereal and milk
served daily) Monday - breaktst pizza; Tuesday - egg and
cheese biscuit; Wednesday - muffin, Poptart, cereal. Lunch
(assorted vegetables, chef salad, fruits and milk served daily)
Monday - chicken and dumplins. roll, cheeseburger, turkey
and cheese sandwich; Tuesday - turkey and dressing, roll,
grilled chicken sandwich, ham and cheese sandwich; Wednesday - hot dog, turkey and cheese sandwich.
High - Breakfast (cereal, toast, cinnamon toast, Poptarts,
fresh fruit and nil& served daily) Monday - sausage biscuit;
Tuesday - pencake and sausage on a stick w/syrup: Wednesday - breakfast pizza. Lunch (chef salads, fresh fruits, vegetables, dell sandwiches, hamburgers and milk served daily)
Monday - oven fried chicken, roll, grilled cheese sandwich;
Tuesday - baked ham, roll, chicken salad sandwich; Wednesday • pizza, fish sandwich.
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Misses Faux Fur
Sweaters
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$19.07
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Misses Christmas
Sweaters
Reg $48 $58

Juniors Nylon Jackets
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Sweaters
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$1.9.07

$19.07

Reg $42,$52

Mens Chaps
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Reg $42.50

Mens Geoffrey Beene
Soft Acrylic Sweaters
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Hooded Sweatshirts
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Zip Cardigan
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Dress Pants
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615? p
Evening Sera...

11111fflaill 1C11112 MN=
Sunday Sass!
10 30 a m
Reading Room Every Wed 12.3 p in
2nd Wednesday
7 30 pm

COMM Sr CREST
ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
9fluiapi
Bible Sch.,/
9 50•rri
Morning Worship
P IM) p
Evening Worship

SHILOH FULL 008FICL ABBENELT
700 p.m.
Thursday Night
10:00 am
Sunday Morning
Sunday Evening
7-00 p m.

It is just as important to let
people help you as it is to
help them. Aside from the
fact that we often need help
from others, there is another
important reason for letting
people help us; if you've
ever helped anyone, you
know the satisfaction that
follows from coming to
someone's aid. If someone
offers you their assistance and you don't allow
them to help you, you deprive them offthat very
real human need to be needed. It can 'also be a
good lesson in humility to have to ask for and
receive help from others. Helping people, like
most things that have to do with human relations, has two equally important sides. We
should be equally willing to offer our assistance
to others and allow them to help us. Perhaps
more to the point, we should offer help cheerfully, and receive it gratefully. The social bond
between people is clearly strengthened by the
reciprocal aid that we give to and receive from
one another.

want

OF FATTH FELLOWSHIP
3 p.m
Sunday
7 p in
Wednesday
CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
Bible School
930 am
11 30 •.m. & 7 p.m.
Worship
Wed Bible Study
7 p.m.
Friday Worship
7 p.m.
HARMONY MENNONITE CHURCH
I 1 7 moles *oat d Lynn Grove
Sunday School
1000 •.m.
1045 am
Worship
730 p.m.
Evening Service
HIGHER PRAISE
WORSHIP CENTER
Praise and Worship 1030 a in & 6 p.m
Wednesday Family Training
7pM
NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sundays
1030 cm.
Wednesdays
7-00 p.m.
AMERICA'S CHURCH OF GOD
1408 Sycamore St
Sundays
10-00 a.m & 5:00 p in
MURRAY RESTORATION
BRANCH OF JESUS CHRIST
Morning Worship
10:00 am
Sunday School
10:15 a.m.
Worship
1100
SADDLE CREEK CHURCH
Sunday Morning
11:00 cm
Wednesday Evening
630 pm

1113111111/11'11
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JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
Public Talk
9 30 a m
Watchtower Study
10.30 a m

Brethren, do not be weary in well-doing.

LMICIA111

R.S.V. 2 Thess. 3.13

IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
Bible Study
900• m
Worship
10 30 a.m

9 30 a Ili
11 a ni

SUGAR CREEK
10 a ni
Sunday School
11 a in & 6 p m
Worships
pm
Wednearta
WEST FORE
:
i ap in
Morning Worship
1171
Wednesday Evening
in
600 p m
sundav Evening
WENTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
930 a in
Sunday School
10 40 am &Sp in
Worship
Wednesday
7 p rut

HARVEST LAND
MINISTRIES INTERNATIONAL
Tuesdays Bible Study
7 p.m.
Saturdays Spiritual Triumng 6 p.m
Saturdays Celebration Service 7 p.m

COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
9 30•ni
Morning Worship
10 IS•in
Evening Worship
600 p m
Wed Bible Study
7 00 p m
DEXTER
Sunday School
9 30•in
to 30 am & 600pm
Worship
700 p m
Wednesday
FRIENDSHIP
Sunday School
10 00 a in
11 00 a in
Morning Worship
6.00 pan
Sunday Night
704) pm
Wednesday Night
GREEN MAIN
Bible Study
10 00•m
Miming Serino.
ILI 45 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
Wednesday Worship
700 p m
HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bible Study
900 a m
Morning Worship
9 50• m
Evening Worship
600pm
7 00 p m
Mid Week Worship
HICIOST GROVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
9(10•in
Sunday Bible Claw.
Morning Worship
1015) a m
7 00 p m
Wednesday Night
KIRKSEY CHURCH OP CHRIST
Sunday School
1000•in
Morning Worship
10 50 a m
Evening Worship
700 pm
Wednesdays,
. Sunday &
WT. OLIVE CHURCII OF CHRIST
10 00•in
Sunday School
Miming Worship
11 00• m
600 p in
Evening Worship

SECOND
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

irrREgr
10 45 a in
600 pin

GLICSKALX ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST
Worship
Sam,9 am & 6 pin
Bible Study
10- 15 am
Wed Bible Study
7p m
UNION GROVE
Morning Warship
10.50 a.m
Evening Worship
600 p.m
UNIVERSITY
Bible Classes,
WOO a.m.
10.00•m & 5.00 p m.
Worship
WEST HURRAY
Morning Worship
1050 am
Evening Worship
6-00 pin
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
Morning
WOO a in
Evening
6.00 p.m
Wednesday
7-00 p.m

COW
IF WIWIIISMITS
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
Sunday Pneethood
10 00•in
Sunday School
11 10 a m
Sacrament Meeting
12 10 pm

113111SCINNIL
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
1030 am
Worship
WOO•in
Sunday School
Sunday Worship
500 pin
Tuesday
1200 pm

11111101:11111:11?

NEW CONCORD
950am &fipm
Worship
Bible Chorea
9a m
7 p in
Wednesday
NEW
900• m
Bible Study
Worship
1000•m & 6.00 p m
700 pm
WYCI Bible Study

FREEDOM HOUSE
Sunday School
10 00•in
11 00•m
Worship

PLEASANT VALLEY
10 45 a m
Morning Worship
6.00 pm
Evening Worship

MURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
Worship
10-00 a in
Wednesday Home Groups 600 p

pRoviogNet

CHRISTIAN COMMUNTIT CHURCH
Worship Sunday
10 30 a m
Children'. Sunday School 1100 a m

BETHEL UNITED
Morning Worship
930 a.m.
Sunday School
10:30 am.
2nd & 4th Sun Night
6.00 p.m
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
1000 cm.
Morning Worship
11:00 cm.
6:00 p.m.
lot & 3rd Sun. Night
COLDWATER
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Worship
1100 am
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
8:60 •.m.
Worship Service
9:50 a.m.
Sunday School
DEXTER-HARDEN UNITED
Contemporary Service
9:00 a m
Bible Study
1000 am
Regular Worship
1100 am
FIRST UNITED METHODIST
945& II a.m.
Worship
950 am.
Sunday School

SHEPHERD uHrrED

GOOD
Sunday School
Worship Service

1000 am
1100 a.m.

GOSHEN METHODIST
Sunday School
9.00 am
Morning Worship
1000 a.m.
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
11.00 cm
Sunday School
Morning Worship
945 a.rn
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 am
Morning Worship
11:00 cm
RIMIEST UNITED
Sunday School
1000 am
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.

MT.CARMEL
10 00 a tn.
Worship
11 00 a.m.
Sunday School
MT. HF..BRON
10:00 a.m.
Worship
1100 am.
Sunday School
PALESTINE UNTIED
10:00•in.
Sunday School
1100 a m.
Worship
RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
9.30 a.m.
Worship
11 -00 a m.
Sunday School
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
9 45 a m
Sunday School
10 45 a in
Morning Worship
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
900 a in
Sunday School
Preaching
1000 a In

WAYMEN CHAPEL AME CHURCH
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
1100 am
Morning Service
HAZARDS
MURRAY CHURCH
945 a.m.
Sunday School
Morning Worship
10:45 am
600 p.m.
Evening Worship
Wednesday Worship
630 p.m.

111:11111CCOSTAL
BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
CHURCH OF GOD
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
Church
11.00 a.m. & 600 p.m.
700 p.m.
Wednesday
BETHEL APOSTOLIC
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship Service
500 p.m.
Sunday Night
Wednesday Night
7.00 p.rn.
CALVARY TEMPLE
1003 cm.
Sunday School
1100 a.m. & 630 p.m.
Worship
Weal Evening & Youth Service 7.00 p.m
DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
1000 a in
Sunday School
11 a m & 6 p.m
Worship
MURRAY FIRST UPC
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 am.
Worship
Wednesday Worship
7:00 p.m.
FAITH TABERNACLE
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship
11 a.m. & 7 pm
JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
600 p.m
Saturday Evening
10 30 a m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
MURRAY FIRST UNITED
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
10 a in
Sunday School & Worship
6 p ma
Evening Worship
7 p in
Wednesday
NEW CONCORD
10 a in
Sunday Worship & Service
Worship Sun 6 p m & Wed 7 p m.

UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-STEW CONCORD_k
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
1300-7:30 p
Worship Service
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MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNTIED
900 am.
Worship Service
Sunday School
1030 a.m.

OAK GROVE CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
10:00•in.
Sunday School
Worship Service
11 a.m. & 6 p.m
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LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
1100 a.m.
Worship Service
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship
1100 am
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PRICSBYTICRUU1
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
9.30 a m
Sunday School
10 45 am
Worship

UNITY CUMBERLAND
10-00 a.m.
Sunday School
1100 am. & 630 p.m.
Worship

Attend The Church Service Of Your Choice
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TRINTTY CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sunday School
1000 •.m.
10-50 a.m. & 6 p.rn.
Worship
7 p.m.
Wednesday Worship

LYNN GROVE
900 am
Sunday School
930 am
Morning Worship

MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Morning Worship
1100 attn.
Wednesday Youth Service 6:30 pm.
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Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury

701 Main St. • Murray • 753-5273

Prefessientil *fond & Video
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212 E. Main St.• 753-17046
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90% Glendale Road • Murray. RI 42071
12701 75145.53

MIrUA
LEDGER & TIMES
(170) 753-1818 • annwaaarrayledgar.eimo

Thornton Tile and Marble
Ow- Showroom is Open
Mon -Ill. 8-1:30
75.;

r 612 S. ath St.

liAl" VI I:3

Murray Appliance
and TV
"lour Authorized GE Showcase Dealer"

I can do all things through
Christ who strengthens me.
- Phil. 4:13

Office Technology Specialists
1-11004811-0492
1393 State Roule 45 Moil!

Cain's A

CHRYSLER 000GE JEEP
N 12TH • MURRAY KY 7534448

1400

The word is nigh thee, even in thy
mouth and in thy heart: that is, the
word offaith, which we preach.
-Romans 10:8

FITTS BLOCK 8
READY MIX CO.
Building Eflocics & Ready Mix Concrete
753-3540

East Main Street

I have fought the good fight, I
have finished the race, I have
kept the faith.
- 2 Timothy 4:7

CALLOWAY MONUMENT CO.
SINCE 1944
Our Family Is Here To
Help Yours.
1717W. Maim • Murray•2711-753-11142

PURCHASE AREA
PHYSICAL THERAPY
Professional Carr with a Personal Touch
2118 S.fib St.• Murray,KY •(275)751-95110

And ifIgo and prepare a place for
you, I will come back and take you
to be with me that you also may be
where I am.
- John 14:3

in

www.sistrayledger.com

Various
churches
have
released information concerning
their worship services for the
coming weekend as follows:
Immanuel Lutheran: Rev.
Dr. Chad Foster, pastor, will
speak about "Blessed Is The
One Who Is Not Offended By
Me" with scripture . from
Matthew 11:6 at the 10:30 a.m.
Third Sunday in Advent Sunday worship service. Holy_ Communion will be celebrated with
Gene Brandt as communion
assistant. Sunday School and
Adult Bible Class will be at
9 a.m. During the time of
Advent, a soup supper will be
at 6 p.m. and worship at 7:15
p.m. on Wednesday.
Goshen United Methodist:
Rev. Mark Earheart, pastor, will
speak about "The Inn Keeper"
with scripture from Luke 2:7
at the 9 a.m. worship service
with Tom Villafor as the pastor's assistant. Pat and Patricia Lea will be greeters. Serving as acolytes will be Nicholas
Brunn and Teela Etheridge.
Children's church will be directed by April Arnold. who will
also direct the choir with Pat
Brunn, Renee Doyle and Carla
Halkias as accompanists. Special music will be presented
by Dawn Earheart, Norma
Edwards and Kathy West. Sunday School with Bob West as
superintendent will be at 10:15
a.m. The Trinity Teens will present a Christmas program at 5
p.m. in the family fellowship
center. Refreshments will be
served after the program.
Glendale Road Church of
Christ: John Dale, minister, will
speak about "Come Before
Winter" with scripture from 2
Timothy 4:16-22 at the 9 a.m.
worship service and about
"Because You've Asked: Is the
church racially prejudiced?"
with scripture from Acts 10:3435 at the 6 p.m. worship service. Leading the song service
will be Todd Walker, associate minister. Also assisting .will
be Garry Evans. involvement
minister, Nick Hutchens, youth
minister, James Gibson, Steve
Winchester, Terry McCallon,
Richard Duke,Bud Gibbs, Keith

York, Gene McDougal, Allen
McKeel and Joel Fisher. A
short worship service will be
at 5 a.m. and Bible classes at
10:15 a.m.
Memorial Baptist: Bro.
Martin Severns, pastor, will
speak at the 8:30 and 10:50
a.m. worship services. Jeff
Prater is minister of music with
Misty Williams and Kathy
Thweatt are accompanists.
Aaron Wilson will present special music on the guitar at the
early service and a trio will
sing at the second serv ice.
Assisting will be Bill Dale,
deacon of the week. Sunday
School will be at 9:40 a.m.
The 10:50 a.m. service will be
broadcast live on 11:30 AM.
The Children's Choir and CMT
will present a program at 6
p.m. Sunday with a dessert fellowship to follow.
University
Church
of
Christ: Charley Bazzell, minister, will speak about "Getting a Handle on our Appetite
For More Things" with scripture from Luke 12:13-34 at the
10 a.m. worship service. Paul
Randolph, deacon, will speak
at the 5 p.m. service. Assisting Sunday morning will be
Lloyd Hasty, Randy Dunn and
Barry Grogan. Danny Claiborne
is worship leader and Roy
Hawkins is youth and family
minister. Bible classes will
begin at 9 a.m.
First Christian: The chancel choir will present is Christmas cantata at the 10:15 a.m.
worship service. Mark Dycus
is minister of music with Julie
Warner, Donnie Hendrix and
Judith Hill as accompanists.
Assisting will be Mike Ridley,
worship leader, Dan Parker and
Amy Roos, elders, and Ron
Melone, Vera Melone, Jean
Bennett, Lyn Ryan and Fran
Miller, diaconate.
Poplar Spring Baptist: Dennis Norvell, pastor, will speak
about "Three Kings Who Worshiped tilK K,ing of Kiligs.7. With
scripture from Matthew 2:1-12
at the 8:45 and 11 a.m. worship services and about "The
Wilderness Sanctuary" with
scripture from Exodus 25:1-9

CHURCF1S
Locust Grove Baptist Church
will present program Sunday

at the 6 p.m. worship service.
Dee and Kathy Lipford will
lead the worship services with
Hazel
Brandon,
Susan
Reynolds, Dee Lipford and
Carol Kelly as accompanists.
Sunday School for all ages will
be at 10 a.m.
Grace Baptist: Bro. Sammy
Cunningham, pastor, will speak
at the 10:45 a.m. worship sea
ice in the sanctuary with the
6 p.m. worship service in the
Family Life Center. Henry
Nance is minister of music
with Oneida White, Sherry Fortner and Kathy Garrison as
accompanists. Alli Nance will
give a testimony in music at
the morning hour. Eddie Morris will give the children's sermon and Brian Steward is minister of youth. Assisting will
be John Smothernian, deacon
of the week, and Walter Bell,
Chase Futrell, Greg Fortner and
Mike Davis, ushers. Sunday
School will be at 9:30 a.m.
North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian:
Rev. Charles Westfall, pastor,
will speak about "Can Peace
Finally Come" with scripture
from Isaiah 35:1-10 at the 11
a.m. worship service. Carnme
Cain will be song leader with
Margaret Nell Boyd as pianist.
Sunday School will be at 10
a.m.
Westside Baptist: Rev.
Glynn M. On, pastor, and a
special guest will speak about
"Christmas: The Messiah Has
Come" with scripture from Luke
1:26-35, 2:8-11 at the 10:30
a.m. worship service. Tommy
Scott is minister of music. The
choir will sing "Heartbeat" with
Jonathan Burgess and Janice
Schecter as soloists, and Adam
Scott will present special music
at the morning hour. The Children's 2nd to 6th Grace Choirs
will sing "The Mystery" at the
morning hour. The Choir Christmas Musical, "Heartbeat...the
Story of the Savior's Birth"
will be presented at the 6 p.m,
worship service. Deacons of
the week will be Tommy Hoke
and Randall Winchester. Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m.

Coldwater
Church
of ice at 11 a.m. Dr. Pamela WurChrist: Brad McNutt, minis- gler is director of music with
ter, will speak about "Why Do Joan Bowker as organist who
The Wicked Prosper?" with will play "Adeste, Fideles" at
scripture from Psalm 73 at the the second service. The chan10:15 a.m. worship service and cel choir will sing "Away in
"Overview of Leviticus" with a Manger" with Madeline Trescripture from Leviticus 17:11 vathan playing the oboe and Jasat the 6 p.m. worship service. mine Davis, soprano, will sing
Kevin Smith will be song leader. a solo, "Alleluia" at the secFirst Baptist: Dr. Allan ond service. Kristen Sheppard
Beane will speak about "Have will give the children's serA Mary Christmas" at the 8:30 mon at both services. Acolytes
and 10:50 a.m. worship serv- will be Nicholas Alexander and
ices. An Interpretive Movement Hayes Finklea with Melissa Finon "Mary, Did You Know" klea as acolyte parent. The
will be at the first service. The Teresa Garland family will light
sanctuary choir with Ted Thei- the third advent candle at the
de as soloist will sing "Who first service and Joe Ben and
Would Imagine A King" and Monica Bogle at the second
Eleanor Spry will sing a solo, service. Lay leaders will be
Bring A Torch Janette Isabel- Marcia Koenecke and Jim
la" at the second service. Stahler.
Jones
Richard
and
Jon
Hardin Baptist: Bro. Ricky
Gustafson will be accompa- Cunningham will speak about
nists. Assisting will be Boyd "The Original Grinch" with
Smith, minister of students, scripture from Matthew 2:1-18
Matt Mattingly and Durwood
Beatty, deacons, and Glen Grogan and Duane Bolin. Sunday 'Service After Sale
School will be at 9:45 a.m.
and "A Family Christmas" by
Full Parts Dept
the sanctuary and children's
choirs will be at 6 p.m.
'Locally Owned &
First United Methodist:
Rev. Richard Smith, pastor, will
Operated
speak about "A Case of Mistaken Identity" with scripture
from Isaiah 9:6-7 and Matthew
1:18-23 at the Early Light Contemporary Service at 8:45 a.m.
and the traditional worship serv-

at the 8, 9:15 and 10:30 a.m.
worship
services. Sunday
School for ages is also offered
at each hour. The church will
observe The Lord's Supper at
the 6 p.m. services.
First Presbyterian: Rev.
David Montgomery, co-pastor,
will speak about "Patient Celebration" with scripture from
James 5:7-10 at the 10:45 a.m.
worship service. Charles and
Molly Lamb.. will light the
Advent candle. Todd E. Hill
is choir director with Lee Kern
as pianist. Andi Denney and
Mr. Hill will sing "Beautiful
Star of Bethlehem" for the offertory. Anne Adams will give
the "Minute for Joy offering.
Assisting will be Bonnie
McNelly, liturgist, and Roger
and Stephanie Weis and Jerry
and Ann Stanley, ushers. Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m. and Korean Worship at 4
p.m.

Sunday, December 16, 2007
7:00 p.m.
All is silent...lights are dimmed...Gabriel appears in the
spotlight! Thus begins the Christmas story told in a
unique way. The program is awesome for all ages — but,
especially for children. Carefully crafted larger-than-life
"puppets" move into place as the Christmas story is
told.
Don't miss the 10th anniversary of this special performance. The program is about 30 minutes, and there is not
a bad seat in the house! This will be a meaningful addition to your Advent and Christmas festivities.

The Locust Grove Adult Choir and youth will present the
Christmas program, "I'll Be Home For Christmas" on Sunday
at 6 p.m. at the church.
Cecil Glass is director of the choir and youth.
A finger food fellowship will follow the program.
Bro. Ryker Wilson, pastor, will give his third message on
"Tell The Good News" with scripture from Luke 2:10-11 at
the 11 a.m. worship service on Sunday.
Special music will be by Randy Stevens. Barry Thomas will
be in charge of the Kid's Corner.
Sunday School for all ages will be at 10 a.m. Childcare is
provided for all services.

Prophecy Seminar planned
at United Pentecostal Church
Murray First United Pentecostal Church will have a "Red
Sky at Morning Prophecy Seminar" on Sunday at 7
the church, located at 1945 Ky. 121 North, Murray.
Evangelist Sylvester Narlock and Family will conduct the
seminar.
For more information contact Pastor Shannon Waltmon at
1-270-556-4105.

All Prices Slashed to a New Low!

EZE Style Carpet
NOW Q
F
Compare at $1.49 sq. ft../

sq. ft.

Interior Design Service to Help Create the Look You Want
13395 Hwy.641 North,
Puryear,TN • just South of Hazel,KY • 13 miles North of Paris,TN

731-498-8161

Furniture

— OPEN 9-5 MON.-SAT.
*Items in clearasce are sold cash and carry, as is
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Local doctors named MSU
Engineering Faculty Fellows
Dr. J. Craig Dowdy and Dr.
Robin Floyd have been named
Faculty Fellows in Engineering
Physics at Murray State
University as part of a new curncular specialization in biomedical engineenng. This prestiwas
appointment
gious
announced recently by Dr. Steve
Cobb, chairman of Murray
of
Department
State's
Engineering and Physics.
Dr. Dowdy, a general and
vascular surgeon, and Dr. Floyd,
a radiologist, serve on the
Physics
Engineering
Advisory
IndustriaUAlumni
Board, and both hold undergraduate degrees in Engineering
Physics from Murray State
University. In his announcement
Cobb noted that "these respected physicians have a long history of support for our program,
assisting us in an advisory
capacity in matters of recruitment, scholarships. curriculum

development, and career coun- port of the biomedical option,
seling. Because of their unique and the involvement of several
credentials and background, it is local health-care professionals is
our desire to recognize and pro- planned. The new Faculty
mote their association with our Fellows have consented to offer
program as we introduce a new guest lectures for students, help
specialization in biomedical arrange tours of local medical
engineering."
facilities as appropriate to the
The Engineering Physics curriculum, and coordinate the
degree program has recently
involvement of other medical
expanded its areas of specializaprofessionals in the community
biotion to include a track in
program.
medical engineering, accompa- in support of this
"We are very pleased to fornying existing options in
mechanical and electrical engi- mally recognize the contribuneering. The new curricular tions of Drs. Floyd and Dowdy
option is intended to serve stu- in support of our program," said
dents who would like to go on to Cobb. "We hope it is the beginmedical school after completing ning of a mutually beneficial
an undergraduate engineering partnership between our departdegree, or those who would like ment and the local medical and
to pursue careers in medical
community."
biomedical health-care
instrumentation,
For information on the
sensors, and technical areas
relating to health Cafe. Two new Engineenng Physics biomedical
courses will be offered in the specialization, contact Dr. Steve
spring, 2008, semester in sup- Cobb at 809-6186.

Photo provides
Dr. Craig Dowdy and Dr. Robin Floyd were recognized as Faculty Fellows in Engineering
Physics in support of MSU's new program specialization in biomedical engineering. Pictured
are Kim Gnffo, MSU Town and Gown Coordinator, Dr. Craig Dowdy, Dr. Robin Floyd, and Dr.
Steve Cobb, chairman, MSU Department of Engineering and Physics.
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By Richard Youngblood, Minister at University Church of Christ
We need also to consider
that a writer like Pullman
may be opposing a form of
god that is not the same
God you and I have come
to know. He would not be
the first to lay claim to
atheism because he had only
known a distorted and false
form of Christianity and a
misunderstanding of God.
Some of the reviews of Pullman's works have suggested
this is the case here. Up to
a point, we may find ourselves in agreement with
Pullman.
But THE GOLDEN COMPASS is only one among
many movies, television
shows and books that are
available to our families with
-elements contrary to genuine
Instead of
Christian faith.
isolating this one movie, perhaps we should ask what
Jesus would do about the
pti=of
Id want us- to be
I
vigilant about what enters
our hearts from all these
sources (Matthew 12.33-35.

15:17-19).
I believe Jesus would suggest that we begin not only
by opposing evil but also by
filling the hearts of our families with the wholesome and
life-transforming troth of the
gospel story. Regular time
in discussion with your children about the Bible, Jesus
and the Heavenly Father is
vital. Jesus once told a
parable of an evil spirit that
was driven out of a house
but returned later to find the
house still unoccupied. The
spirit found seven other spirits more wicked than itself
and brought them back to
fill the house (Matthew
12:43-45). Thus, the best
defense against the evil of
our world is a life filled
with the Spirit of God.
Among other things. I
believe Jesus would have us
teach our children how to
live lit.** midst of our
wortrilitend becoming of
this world (John 17:15-19).
He does not want his followers to go into isolation
from the world around them.

Instead, he wants them to be
where they can be salt and
light to influence the world
for righteousness (Matthew
5:13-16). However, we must
also arm our families with
the full armor of God to
protect them from the evil
one (Ephesians 6:10ff).
One way we might help
our children deal with
movies like THE GOLDEN
COMPASS is to see it with
them. Before attending the-movie, read some good
Christian reviews that will
help you be informed. After
seeing the movie, sit down
with your family and talk
about what they saw. Use
this as an opportunity to
teach the difference between
truth and error. In fact,
Christian wnters Kurt Bruner
and Jim Ware reviewed
Philip Pullman's works and
suggested that while Pullman
intended to write from an
intentionally anti-Christian
perspective, he did Just the
opposite. They were able to
"uncover spiritual themes
within the books, which, like

aga

shafts of light, break through
an otherwise gloomy universe—despite Pullman's best
efforts to keep them out."
In the end, these authors
argue that "Pullman offers an
unwitting tribute to the God
he intended to discredit"
(Shedding Light on His Dark
Materials quoted on
www.christianitytoday.com).
It would not be the first

time God used the evil
intentions of men to accomplish his own purposes (Gen 7.
esis 50:20).
(Send questions or comments to University Church
of Christ, 801 N. 12th, Murray, KY 42071 or phone
270-753-1881. This article •''
is reproduced on the web:
wwwnchristorg
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What would Christ say about certain made-for-children entertainment?
Question: What would
Jesus do about the "antiGod" movie, -The Golden
Compass." that was recently released for children?
Answer: THE GOLDEN
COMPASS is based on the
first of a three-part series of
books called His Dark Materials by the Bntish writer
Philip Pullman. Using fairytale and fantasy in ways
similar to that of the Christian writer ('.S. Lewis in
Chronicles of Name. Pullman has created a story that
appeals to children but
which some people think in
subtle ways may implant
seeds of doubt about God
and Christianity.
While evidence suggests
that Chnstians may have reason for concern about THE
GOLDEN COMPASS. I
would also propose some
caution. In rallying the
troops to oppose any evil.
let's be sure we have our
*
facts straight Half-baked
accusations not based on fact
can discredit any effort to
accomplish a worthy goal.
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MURRAY 42, HEATH 31

MITCHELL REPORT
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iEarly &
Often

Berry Bonds — 14 ASG (7 Pa.
MVPs)
ABG
Roger Clemens —
Cy *lures, 1996 Al. MVP)
Gory likeNeld — 91150
/Geri Brown —6 ASO
Jose Cameo° — 6 ASO (ISM
ROY. 1996M.MVP)
Jason Garr& — 5 ABG (2030
AL MVP)
Benno Santiago — 5 ASO
(1967 M. ROY)
—51186
Troy Glaus —4 ASG
Chuck Knoblauch — 4 ASG
(1991 AL ROY)
Paul Lo Duca —41186
Ralik Palmero —4 ASG
Miguel Nada —4 ASG (2002
AL MVP)
Kan Camelia — 3 1136 (1996
MVP)
Lenny Dykstra —3ASG
Eric Gagne — 3 ASG (2(03 NI.
Cy Young)
David Justice — 3 ASG (1990
ROY)
Mo Vaughn —3ASG (1995 AL
MVP)
Todd Hundley —2 ASG
Denny Neaps —21186
Andy Pefune —21180
Brian Rotene —2 Am
Rocky Bones — 1 ASG
Paul Byrd — 1 ASG
Brandon Donnelly — 1 ASG
Walk Joyner — 1 ASG
Gary Matthews Jr — I ASG
Mika Stanton — 1 ASO
Derrick Tortow — 1 ASG
Fernando Vine — 1 ASG
Rondell While —11156

LADY TIGERS PUT AWAY
HEATH BEHIND PLAY OF
HALEY ARMSTRONG
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By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
Four more years of Haley Armstrong is a downright exciting thought to Murray head coach Rechelle Turner.
The player, leading her team in scoring for the third consecutive game, is also one of the youngest on her team and
doesn't even attend Murray High School — yet.
Keep this up and Armstrong might even crack the starting
lineup.
Armstrong, an eighth-grader, came off the bench once
again Thursday night and quietly ran up a game-high 14
points en route to a 42-31 Murray victory over Heath at Tiger
Gymnasium.
She was particularly effective in a third quarter in which
the Lady Pirates threatened to play themselves back into the
ballgame. With Murray's lead cut to 23-15, Armstrong drilled
a three-pointer to put her team back into a double digit lead
and shift momentum back the way of the Lady Tigers.
Several minutes later, she got the ball around rnidcourt,
drove past the Heath press and took it all the way for a layup
that gave her team a 30-17 advantage.
It's all in a day's work for Armstrong, who isn't showy or
flashy, but gets the job done nonetheless for Turner's squad.
"She makes a couple of big threes here and there and she
gets to the free throw line," Turner said. "She's our best foul
shooter. She's not having explosive 14 and 15-point games,
(out she's getting a little bit here and there.
"She continues to be extremely solid off the bench. I love
her effort and what she has brought to the offense so far this
season."
The victory over Heath, a squad that defeated the Lady
Tigers twice last season, puts Murray at 3-0 this year, a mark
that Turner believes is a veritable indicator of her young
team's budding maturity.
•

TIGERS,28

TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & Tomes

rray forward Stacey McClure tries to drive past a
th defender in the Lady Tigers 42-31 Thursday night
over the Lady Pirates. With the victory, Murray
proved to 3-0 on the season.
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Here's • led of Map, Leapie
Baseball players listed di the
Michel Report
The llolliseflag players were cow
RICHARD DREW / AP nettled to Mink* either ireir or
9. mewl,
e Thursday poesewilok999
Chad Man
Former senator George Mitchell calls on a reporter during a New York news conferenc
Bel
Mire
about his report on the illegal use of steroids in baseball.
Gary Bennett
Larry &oboe
Ricky Bones
Kenn Brown
Ken Caron*
/Aark Carlson
Jason Christiansen
Howie Clark
Roger Clemens
Paxton Crawlord
Jack Cow
Brendan °windily
Chris Donnell
Lonny Dykstra
Matt Franco
Ryan Franklin
Eric Gagne
Jason Grineley
Jerry Hairston
Rd HIM
NEW YORK(AP)— Seven MVPs and 31 All-Stars
INit Herpes
— one for every position — and that still wasn't the
Giervien Hil
Todd Hundley
wont of the long-awaited Mitchell Report.
Ryan Jorgensen
greatthe
That infamy belonged to Roger Clemens,
Waly Joyner
Mira KAKI
est pitcher of his era.
Dark Jumbos
The Steroids Era.
Oka Knoblauch
Tim Laker
Seven-time Cy Young Award winner, eighth on the
Mks Lansing
all-time list with 354 victories, an MVP and All-Star
Paul Lo Duos
Emotes'Nook' Logan
himself and once a lock for the Hall of Fame, Clemens
Jake Manswillo
now has another distinction: the biggest name linked by
Codraldkay
former Senate Majority Leader George Mitchell to ilkKent Marcker
Bert Watch
gal use of steroids and other performance-enhancing
Hal Morns
drugs.
Daniel Hourly
85
Denny Hawk
In all, Thursday's 409-page report identified
Rawl Polymer°
names to differing degrees, but, while he vehemently
Jim Parcpue
symbol.
the
was
Luis Perez
Clemens
lawyer.
denied it through his
An* Pekes
Barry Bonds,already under indictment on charges of
Adam PIM
STEVEN SENNE / AP
Todd Plea
lying to a federal grand jury about steroids, Miguel
Stephen Randolph
Tejada and Andy Pettitte also showed up in the game's Roger Clemens, left, throws alongside strength
Adorn Riggs
Astros
Houston
Men Roberts
coach Brian McNamee at the
most infamous lineup since the Black Sox scandal.
F.P.
Swan*
"If there are problems, I wanted them revealed," minor league baseball mini camp in Kissimmee,
Davd Seoul
to
call
a
is
report
Stanton
"His
Mks
said.
Selig
commissioner Bud
Fla., last February. Both Clemens and McNamee
Ridry Slone
action, and I will act."
Report.
ROM
Mitchell
Miguel
the
were named in
Derrick Tumbow
Doping was widespread by stars as well as scrubs,
Mo Vaughn
Mitchell said the problems didn't develop overnight
the report said, putting a question mark if not an asterRon Valais
Fernando Vire
isk next to baseball records and threatening the integri- and there was plenty of blame to go around.
Ronde. While
"Everyone involved in baseball over the past two
ty of the game itself.
Jell Mims
players'
the
officials,
club
ers,
substances
commission
these
—
Willem
Todd
used
decades
'Those who have illegally
Kevin Young
range from players whose major league careers were association and players — shares to some extent the
Gregg Zaun
brief to potential members of the Baseball of Hall of responsibility for the Steroids Era," Mitchell said. The kilewirts Meyers were
oiled wider "Ailieged leamet
probthe
and
recognize
pitchers
to
both
failure
include
collective
"They
a
"There was
Fame," Mitchell wrote.
Purchases ol Perionewnee
Enflaming flubelences By
position players, and their backgrounds are as diverse lem as it emerged and to deal with it early on."
111 Valor League
as those of all major league players."
Mitchell recommended that the drug-testing pro- Players
Bleseber 99 99. report
in
out
singled
substances
Clemens,
the
of
than
list
Fick Milder
No one was hit harder
gram be made independent, that a
David Bell
nearly nine pages, 82 references by name. Much of the players test positive for be listed periodically and that
Paul Byrd
Jose Canes.=
information on him came from former New York the timing of testing be more unpredictable.
Jay Gibbons
Yankees major league strength and conditioning coach
Eric Gagne, Gary Sheffield, Jason Giambi, Troy
Troy dam
Guilin
Jose
Guillen,
Brian McNamee.
Jose
Byrd,
Paul
Jr.,
Matthews
Glaus, Gary
Darren Holmes
At 45, Clemens has not said whether he hopes to Brian Roberts, Paul Lo Duca and Rick Ankiel were
Glory Meanies Jr
John Roder
pitch next ukason.
among other current players named in the report. Some
Soolt Schoeneweis
The report was unlikely to trigger a wave of disci- were linked to Human Growth Hormone, others to
larneN Valdez
1Aalt WIlawns
pline. While a few players, such as Bonds, are subjects steroids.
Slave Woodard
instances
the
of
many
,
of ongoing legal proceedings
pell,1111 WWI
—The illegal use of performance-enhancing subcited by Mitchell were before drug testing began in
bawd" BALD()99 Ow
the
of
larried
a serious threat to the integrity

CLEMENS ONE OF MANY HIT HARD BY FINDINGS

2003.
Mitchell said punishment was inappropriate in all
but the most egregious cases, and Selig said decisions
on any action would come "swiftly" on a case-by-case
basis.
While the records will surely stand, several stars
could pay the price in Cooperstown, much the way
Mark McGwire was kept out of the Hall of Fame this
year merely because of steroids suspicion.

stances poses
game," the report said. "Widespread use by players of
such substances unfairly disadvantages the honest athletes who refuse to use them and raises questions about
the validity of baseball records."
A total of 16 Yankees, past and present, were identified. Players were linked to doping in various ways —
some were identified as users, some as buyers and some
by media reports and other investigations.

report
Monk Elenanf
Barry Bonds
Bobby Estelelle
Aeon Gleints
Jemmy Olernb
Benito Swap°
Gary ealdhold
Ranch Vales%

UK ROUNDUP

UOFL WILL NOT RELEASE
RUNNING BACK TO ANY BIG
AST SCHOOL OR ARKANSAS
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Louisville running back
thony Allen has been granted a release from the program
will transfer.
Allen set the school's single-game rushing record with 275
yards against Middle Tennessee on Sept. 6.
Louisville spokesman Rocco Gasparro says
Big East Conference rules prohibit Allen from
transfernng to another school in the conference. Gasparro also says Louisville will not
release him to any school on its schedule in the
next three years or to Arkansas.
Former Louisville coach Bobby Petrino is
now the head coach at Arkansas.
Fla.,
b: Allen. who played for Jesuit High School in Tampa..
the Cardinals in rushing this past season with 696 yards.
Gasparm says Cardinals coach Steve Kragthorpe has no
ment about Allen's departure.

Jasper suffers setback in practice
UK AD BARNHART RECEIVES FIVE-YEAR EXTENSION
LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky point
Derrick
guard
Jasper left practice
with sharp pain in
surgically
his
repaired left knee
Thursday.
The 6-foot-6
sophomore had
micro-fracture surgery in June
and hasn't played a game this season for the Wildcats (4-3), who
will try to snap a two-game losing
streak when they play UAB (7-4)
Saturday. Jasper began practicing
at full-speed with the team this

week.
UK head coach Billy Gillispie
said it was the first time Jasper
had to leave practice early. "They
say he's doing fine in his rehab,
but it's not good when you have to
see him leave early," Gillispie
said. "Hopefully he'll be ready to
roll tomorrow. We're a totally different group when he's out there."
Jasper averaged 3.9 points per
game and 3.6 rebounds while
starting 27 of 34 games as a freshman, earning him a spot on the
Southeastern Conference's allfreshman team.
Gillispie was hopeful before

the season started that Jasper
would be able to play this season,
but there is no timetable for his
immediate return.
"He's been practicing. going as
hard as he can, but this is a really
big injury that he's trying to come
back from," UK senior guard
Ramel Bradley said. "He's shown
a lot of courage trying to come
back and going full speed in practice already."
Barnhart pis
mistral:* extension
Mitch Barnhart is getting a
new five-year contract extension
that will keep him as Kentucky's

athletics director through 2012.
The University of Kentucky's
athletics board was meeting
Thursday afternoon to approve
the contract, which calls for an
annual base salary of $475,000,
along with various incentives.
Barnhart's contract was previotrily extended in 2005 and set to
expire in 2009.
"He's done an outstanding
job." university President Lee
Todd Jr. said. "He's developed an
experienced high level management team to lead this athletics
department."

CCMS girls
win 13th
straight to stay
undefeated

ite

Staff Report
The Calloway County Middle
girls basketball team jumped on
North Marshall early Thursday
.- night And held on to win, 39-28.
keeping its perfect record and
improving to 13-0 On the season.
It looked like another
blowout early on, as Calloway
lumped out to a 14-4 first quarter
lead. The Lady Laken stretched
that lead to 20-7 by halftime.
Calloway took a 28-16 lead
into die fourth quarter, where it
held on for the victory.
Neely Gallimorc scored a
team-high 14 points and Alyssa
Cunningham joined her in double figures, scoring II. Karlee
Wilson added six points and
Lauren Benson. Abby Futrell,
Taylor Futrell and Allison
Rogers all scored two.
Graves County 49,
('CMS 31
The Calloway County Middle
boys basketball team came up
short again Thursday night.
falling to Graves County 49-31
and dropping to 7-8 on the sea5)in.
The Lakers have struggled as
of late and Graves took advantage,jumping on Calloway early
with a 17-7 first quarter advantage. Graves went into halftime
with a commanding 27-14 lead.
But Calloway wasn't going
down easy. The Lakers launched
a third-quarter run that got them
within four points of the Eagles.
but they couldn't manage to take
the lead. A few quick fouls called
1111 the (Akers quelled their
momentum.
Graves rebuilt its lead in the
fourth tlkLitlet.
Russell Garland led the
Lakers with a team-high nine
points and II rebounds, also a
team high Jay Green dropped in
seven points while Joe Futrell
scored five and grabbed seven
ivAarkis.
Ryan Butler also contributed
(Re
points
and
Garrett
Schwettman added three. Corey
Fs.ans had two points.
•

Tyrell Willis and
Grant Williams, of
Calloway County
High School, were
honored recently
in Paducah for the
first Paducah Sun
Pepsi
Mid
America All Star
Football
Team.
Willis and Williams
were the only
sophomores on
the team.

Jamie King, a junior at
Murray High School,
was also recognized at
the Paducah Sun • Pepsi
Mid America banquet
earlier this week

•Tigers

CARBONDALE, IL —Jerry
Kills dream to take over the
helm of a Football Bowl
Suhdivison (formerly I-Al progrant became a reality Thursday
when he was introduced as the
head coach at Northern Illinois
l'nisersity. Kill succeeds foe
Novak (63-75), who retired alter
12 Wininent, at the Mid- Arnencan
('onference school.

From Page 1E1
The Lady Tigers haven't
exactly been blowing opponents
out of the gym, but they've won
by a combined effort of A learn
in which the whole appears to be
greater than the sum of its pans.
'There's a lot of matunty
that's taking place on our basketball team," Turner said. "We
don't have anyone that's going
to score 20 points a game on a
regular basis for us But we have
a lot of kids who know their
role They do what they have to
do And help us win and I think
that's becoming the identity ot
this team."
Murray turned up the i;eat
deten.ively from the outset,
holding Heath scoreless for the
better part ot the first quarter
and forcing five Lady Pirate
turnovers in the first five minutes of action Murray ran up a
12-4 first-quarter lead and
played a bend-but-don't-break
game for the rest of the evening.

allowing Heath to stick around
within striking distance.
"We have done an excellent
job of coming out and jumping
on people," Turner said. "We've
Just got to do a better job of
maintaining that momentum. I
thought we had several opportunities to put them away tonight
and we never did that." -Despite gaining her most
commanding s ictory to-date on
the scoreboard. Turner couldn't
hide her displeasure with her
team's execution in the
postgame.
"I do feel like tonight's game.
of the three we's e played. was
probably our worst overrall
effort of execution," she said. "I
thought we rushed some shots,
mismanaged a few possessions
when we could have gotten
sonic better looks at the basket"
Murray hadn't stepped on the
court in more than a week following a Dec. 4 win over Fulton
County. The Lady Tigers were

The Insurance enter of\
it,„,„, •
•( In • Ili filth • I ill

Thursday's Scores
By The Associated Press
PREP BASKETBALL
Boys BaslietbiNI
Betsy Layne PQ, Perest 43
Breathitt Co 49. Cada 45
Caldwell Co 67 Hopkins Co Central
56
Casey Co 85, East Atraanwie 67
Central Herdan 80, Nelson Co 50
Daviess Co 57, Owensboro 47
Graves Co 46, Marshal Co 44
Jackson Co 02. °nada Baptist 51
Knott Co Central 72. Jenkins 32
Lexington Catholic 75. Les. Tales Creek
54
Lou Seneca 82. Whotelield Academy
58
North Hardin 51 John Hardin 46
°Idiom Co 61 Tnrrttle Co 33
Paducah llighrnan 77, Unrversity
Heights 70
Paintselle 73. Maudlin Co 54
Pike Co Central 77, Sheldon Craft 64
Piney*.65. Middlesboro 54
Shelby Valley 88, Prestonsburg 56

THOUSAND OAKS, Calif.
(AP)— Tiger Woods had to take
inventory when he teed off in
the Target World Challenge,
things he rarely does at any golf
tournament.
"We haven't done this in a
while," he said, recounting a
conversation with his caddie.
"Am I forgetting anything? Do
we have enough tees, balls? Do
we have 14 clubs? OK, we're all
good."
It had been 74 days since
scheduled to host Heath on
Tuesday. but the funeral visita- Woods last struck a competitive
tion for Murray High student shot, a chip that he nearly holed
O.B. Payne pushed the game in his last chance to avoid losing
to Mike Weir in Sunday singles
back to Thursday.
It's been an emotional week at the Presidents Cup. He has
for the Lady Tigers, many of been raising money for his founwhom were close to Payne, all dation and the Tiger Woods
knew him. Murray wore wrist- Learning Center, relaxing at
bands in Thursday night'sinone home and on his yacht with his
family, doing promotional work
in his honor.
"The first game back after a with Nike.
Back to the golf, it wasn't all
tragedy like that, you are a bit
heavy-hearted and it's hard to bad.
focus," Turner said. "I'm -very
Woods birdied the first two
proud of the kids. I'm proud of holes, saved par three times with
how they've handled the entire putts between 6 and 10 feet, and
situation and I'm proud of them was on his way to a comfortable
getting a win tonight."
lead at Sherwood Country Club
Point guard Leah Dicleman until he forgot one thing: how to
played an aggressive game. getting to the basket and sconng I()
"Hit a bad tee shot, pulled my.
points. Courtney Perry came off second shot just a touch and
the bench and was a solid body made 6," Woods said of his douin the post for the Lady Tigers. ble bogey on the 18th hole,
sconng four points and playing sending him to a 69 and in a
strong defense.
pack of four players who were
Murray didn't shoot well, hit- one shot behind Jim Furyk.
ting I 2-of-36 shots from the
This is the final tournament
floor and going a dreadful 9-of- of the
silly season, the final
22 from the free throw line.
week of golf for 2007. It's a
The Lady Tigers got a strong
money-grab for the 16 players at
game down low, outrebounding
Sherwood competing for $5.75
the Lady Pirates, 25-17.
million. It was competitive,
Murray plays its second
although meaningless.
game in as many nights this
But
with
one rdund,
evening in its first road affair of
the season at St. Mary. Tip-off is Thursday was another example
set for 7:30 p.m. with the boys of what the PGA Tour has to
contend with in Woods.
game set for 6 p.m.
He looked fairly sharp for
someone coming off the longest
unforced break of his career,
mixing up the trajectory of tee
shots and iron shots depending
Heath (14) — Kodinan 6, Paxton 6
on what the hole required. The
Armstrong 6. Somme 6. Cochran 4.
Pr/schwa I Cockrel 3, Chambers 2
rust came in his short game.
FO. 13-43 3-point FO: 0-2 FT 5-12
especially two simple pitches
Rebounds: 17 Fouls: 17
that he hit poorly enough to cost
Murray (3-0) — Armstrong 14 Dearman
to McClure 5 Benson 5 Perry I.
him easy chances at birdie on
Weches)er 3. Crouch
two par 5s on the back nine.
FO: 12-36 3-point HI: 3-9 FT 9-22
"It could have realistically
Rebounds: 25 Fouls: 13
been 7-under par without being

Bowman Memorial Tournament
Lynn Cartip 76 Jalisco. Tenn 71
Girls Basketbell
Borden, Ind 70, Lou Portland Chiltern
17
Breathitt Co 72, Lesko Co 53
Crinstien Co BO, Unriersity Heights 41
Cumberland 46, Appalachia, Va 21
Dayton 44, Bellevue 32
Garrard Co 63, Model 39
Lee Co 61, Wolfe Co. 51
Lewis Co. 63, orarsrie 80
Lea Paul Dunbar 58. South Laurel 43
Lou. Collegiate 44. Ky School tor the
Deaf 12
Marshal Co 86. Graves Co 66
Mason Co 75, Fleming Co 58
Middlesboro 62, Pineville 29
Murray 42, Heath 31
North Oldham 65, Eminence 19
Oldruirn Co 55, Trumble Co 37
Owen Co 39 Henry Co 28
WOW Madonna 64, Slyer Grove 16
Bowman Memorial Tournament
Junco Tenn 59 Williamsburg 58

REED SAXON / AP

Tiger Woods walks off the
ninth green after missing a
birdie putt in the first round of
the Target World Challenge
golf tournament at Sherwood
Country Club in Thousand
Oaks, Calif., Thursday.
PGA Tour-Target World Cheaerige
dooms
Thursday
Al Sherwood Country CAW
Thousand Oake, Coat
PIM& 1111.75 mans
Tattlegin 7.0111 gads;Par: 12(3031)
Mit Bound
Am Flint
33-36 —
68
Zech Altman
3643 —
60
Tiger Woods
3346 —
89
36-34 —
69
89
71
71
72
72
72
72
Mclis FENS
37-36 —
72
SR*INsionch
36-31 —
73
Rot Casper
35-33 —
74
Lula Omit
37-37 —
74
C°111,t

all that stressed out," Woods
said.
Stress is a rare commodity —
or should be — at the Target
World Challenge. Far more
prevalent is the rust, especially
for those who have not played
much golf in the last month or
so.
Furyk hasn't played since he
traveled from South Korea to
Bermuda for the PGA Grand
Slam of Golf on Oct. 17, passing
up a tnp to South Africa for the
Nedbank Challenge because he
didn't want a long trip to affect
nagging neck injuries.
A shaky tee shot on the opening hole, and a bogey at No. 10.
was as bad as it got.
TODAY'S LINEUP SPONSORED Bs

Lindy Suifer

TV, raiNs
rooAy

1421 WAN&
Nen

MURRAY HOME 8 AUTO

Jerry Weaver (second from left) did not let the Miller
Memorial Senior Christmas Luncheon affect his golf game.
Weaver aced the No. 2 hole at Miller recently. His Hole In
One shot was hit using a hybrid 4-iron to the
141-yard
hole. Witnesses were Jeremy Snodgrass, Bob
Thomas
and Angela Snodgrass.

COLLEGE FOOTBALL
7 p.m.
ESPN2 T sicu °Moen I FCS.
gems Onevsere vs
Acquelechtan S.at Chattanooga.
Tenn
00U,
pan.
TOC — Target Wodd Chtdange, sotond sound. at Thousand Oda, Call
NBA SAINCIMIALL
7 pAL
ESPN
Orlando at Ohntolle
Old pal.
Leers et Goklen SSW
Rosso
11 pun
ESP'S? — FRC& National Run
ninth round. at Lall Vague iserne-day
meal
SOCCER
4 p.m.
ESPI42 — PICA* Division I, men's
College Cup. senalrel. Wginhe Toth
we Valk* Forest at Cry, N C
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LAW Property
Late For Sale
Lele Foe Ram
Final Fix Sole
Acmes
Homes For Sale
likiloromies & Arts
AlAS Parts
Spon Utally Vehicles
Used Cara
Vana
Used Trucks
Campers
Soma Motors
Services Crewed
Free Column
10660001 Sampan

Wish all of your customers, patrons and
friends a Merry Christmas without buying
the cards, writing the notes, licking the
envelopes, and getting the stamps.

YOUR GREETING WILL
INCLUDE.FULL COLOR!
Call Jill or Julie at 753-1916 to order our greeting.

Wishing only the best
for our readers,
advertisers,
& patrons this
holiday season.

060
1440 Wanted

AXON / AP
S off the

I I

060
Help Minted

Full Time Registered Radiology
Technician (RT) (R) needed for
busy office setting. Excellent benefits and compensation package
offered. Applicants may apply in
person or send resume to:

Primary Care Medical Center
1000 South 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071

47-

71
71
12
72
72
72
72
73
74
74
69

L'' woods
mmodity t the Target
Far more
t, especially
not played
t month or
yed since he
th Korea to
PGA Grand
t. 17, passing
frica for the
e because he
trip to affect
*CS.

on the openey at No. 10,

MOPED eV
y Strife,'

Thursday,
December 20

060
Help Warned

010
Lamt
Notice

Lel*
Notice

Primary

020

080
Help Warded

Notice

BINGO
Murray High
Booster Club
Al Knights of Columbus,
Squire Rd
6PM on the
1st Sat of the month
FULL Set: $20
Fills: $12
Also Manicures
Pedicures.
Upper Cuts Salon
1104 Story Ave
753-2887

&

ABC
SAVES
YOU
$$$S
'THE Murray Ledger
Times considers its
Sources reliable, but
, inaccuracies do occur.
' Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
,ersons and compe1re-*Mies mentioned herein
believed to be rep04re
o
lisitable, The Murray
& Times, nor
Iftedger.,
Wry of Ill 01711MINORS
aflty whatsoever

Mr their

activities
Lest and Found

Challenge, mm08lie, Call

LOST:

Engagement

ring. 1Aulti-Mone. white
gold filigree. Reward
upon return. Contact
Leslie at 781-5439 or
227-7717.

et °alien State
Rnaki.
leeme-day
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. AVMs Tech
NC.

5"1
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4
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CLAYTON Homes of
Camden seeks queened and mollvaled individual tor Mil Was
Mk+ polerlial Income
frosielble. Greet benefits. Sales experience
required.
731-564-9429

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at

murrayledgercorn,
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website
However, as a national
websne. not all listings
on the jobnetwork.corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions retarding
the Murray 'area
job listings Thank you.

DO you love working
with kids?

Wee Care Enterprises
may be iust the piece
for you! Full time and
part time positions
available.
Appty at:
Wee Care
109S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227
EXPANDING occupational health clinic
seeks PT PA or NP.
Please send resume to
P.O. Box 1055, Calvert
Clly, KY 42029.
FULL time help needed. No experience necessary. Apply in person
at Signmasters

7:30-

GREEN Acres is cur
rentty hiring for the fol
lowing position: SRNA
weekend option 6A-6P
Sat. and Sun. Work
12 hrs, each day and
get paid for 16 hrs.
Anyone interested in
becoming part of our
team may apply in person at Green Acres
Health Care, 402 W.
Farthing St., Mayfield,
KY 42066
KFC
Open Interviews
Tuesday December
18th 2:00pm-4100pm
205 North 12th Street
LOCAL company looking for a qualified person for secretarial
position having experience with quick books,
payroll, accounts
payables, accounts
receivables. Please
send resume to P.O.
Box 1037 Murray, KY
42071
NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
Drive-in, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone colts.

SALES help wanted for
local
insurance
agency. We provide a
wide range of products. One of Nation's
companies.
largest
Insurance experience
not
helpful
but
required. Training will
be provided if necessary. Send resume to:
P.O. Box 1040-R,
Murray, KY 42071.
SMALL trucking company looking for experienced salesperson to
locate and impMment
new business. Send
resume to P.O. Box
1037 Murray, KY
42071

4:30, 0503
East.
U.S.-Hwy-68
Benton (Fairdealing)
FULL-TIME customer
support repnmentative
needed to provide
phone support for
PowerClaim software.
18 paid days off per
year, heaNhAile insurance. retirement Min.
1 year college. Email
resumes lo candid•powerclalrn.com

r. 1NE S

1-877-72,-7321
lex

flIVIRdOIR• C
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060

VISA

JkittrSeiteriLimituto

Help Weald

McKesson Corporation is seeking a
highly motivated, energetic individual
for the position of Reimbursement
Specialist in a Murray, KY medical
office. This position required attention to detail, accuracy and efficiency.
Applicant must have strong communication and computer skills. Total
benefit package. Interested persons
may apply at www.mckesson.com.
Job reference #18057.
060

• ], -1 I

CLEANING houses. 20
years experience.
270-759-9553

A
large
Western
Kentucky complex is
seeking an experienced diesel mechanic. This position will
report to the Truck
Shop Superintendent.
The (deal candidate
will be a mature, selfmotivated individual
willing to work in a fastpaced
environment
and adhere to company policies. Candidate
must possess high
school diploma or
equivalent. A Class A
COL is preferred.
We offer a competitive
pay with an attractive
benefit package including:

)1111 k

\did

& (..

I Iris ing

Apply In person flt1113 Chestnut It.,
Murray or Iffla Paris
RN., Mayfield

'Paid
Holidays &
Vacations
*Medical. Vision, &
Dental Benefits
'401 K
'Life/Accidental Death
&
Dismemberment
Insurance
'Short Term Disability

WE
Please apply at:

Department
Full-time/part-time RN or LPN for busy
medical practice. Must be licensed in

the State of Kentucky. Will need good
phone. organizational, and people skills.
Must be willing to work a flexible
schedule. Please send resume and cover
letter to:
P.O. Box 1040-P• Murray, KY 42071

NURSE PRACTITIONER
OR PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT
Full Time ARNP or PA-C needed
for busy physicians' office.
Excellent benefits and compensation package offered including
401k, health insurance, CMEs, etc.
Applicants may apply in person or
send resume to:

Primary Care Medical Center
1000 South 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071

MEDICAL CENTER
Immediate opening for Part Time
RN, LPN, or CMA in busy urgent
care setting. Hours hulude
Saturday and Sunday, weekday
hours PRN only.
Applicants may apply in person on
Wednesdays or Thursdays or send
resume to:

Primary Care Medical Center
Attn: Urgent Care Nurse
1000 South 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071

Primary

1

1:40A09P. re,r
WWW

060

PILGRIM'S Pnde
Diesel Mechanic

MEDICAL CENTER

It CIPA'

University is accepting bids from qualified contractors for electrical installation price omtract, on the campus of Murray State University_
Bids will open January 8, 2008 at 200PM.
Contractors may receive a copy of the bid advertisement by contacting Diane Thiede at (2701809-4060
and referencing Mur-240S-08.

kliccapt any responsIbil-

FCS.
vs
Crienanocigs.

XI)'-'

Hale %NM

r

Murray State

69
69
69
89
69

Ft. llaa.

1-1417

Publish Date:

Monday,
December 17
at 5PM

From: The staff of the
Murray Ledger & Times

missing a
t round of
Challenge
Sherwood
Thousand
ay.

-

Ffitta.

$825 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $30 each
Additional Consecutive Days:$.12 per word per day.
.3.35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver)

Deadline:

.72(WM)

DEADLINES

$8.25 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
?AU 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period t
5335 per column inch extra for Monday(Shopping Guide)

RADIOLOGY TECHNICIAN

JUst

.F711LER &TimEs

Club
Calif

_ALIA

\

1)11"-.1'11

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.• Fax: 753-1927

torsi 43
tor the

9

#4),CLASSIFIED AD RATES

Farm Equipment
Nem Equipment
00or5 Equipment
Rommod
Miami
1113011e Moor Lom For Sele
Mobile Hamm For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rail
Mobile Home Lot. For Rent
&MOON 11811111W
Aparkmanis For Rent
ROOTS For Rent
Moons For Rent
Sammy IMAM
Commercial Property
Pets II Supplies
Limelock li Supplies
Public Sale
Lane For Rent or Lama

ell r e

MEDICAL CENTER

of

Employment Service
'Mayfield
'Murray
*Paducah
Pilgrim's
Pride
Corporation is an
Affirmative
Action/Equal
Opportunity Employer.
Females
and
Minorities are encouraged to apply.
SLEEP Central Call
Center is now hiring for
FULL-TIME Patient
Care Coordinators.
PCCs are responsible
for contacting patients,
orders,
processing
administrative paperwork, and answering
incoming
calls.
Experience in medical
field and administrative
record management
preferred, but not
required. Strong customer service background preferred. FuN
time hours will be
Monday - Friday,8am
to 5pm and some afternoon shifts availabie.
Call
After Hours
Center is now hiring for
PART-TIME Patient
Care Coordinators.
PCCs are responsible
for processing incoming calls from patients
and locations during
non-business hours.
Experience in medical
field and administrative
record management
preferred, but not
required. Strong customer service background preferred. Part
time hours of 20 to 30
hours per week will be
scheduled
during
evenings, nights and
weekends
Please deliver or mail
your resume to 120
Max Hurt Drive Murray,
KY or email to Mizebeth.cain0rotech.com
We are an Equal
Opportunity Employer.

I clean homes and
businesses
Cell
phone
1(616)835-8647
NEED help around
your house? I clean
and organize. Good
references. Call Mary
at 978-1096 or
978-1358
WILL babysit on weekends. CPR & First Aid
trained. Will sit with
elderly. CNA. Nights or
weekends. 492-6337.

ltiu s(rioct
111-6 Lt. (rf. /1/-.;
761-7(153

Open

150

150
Articles
For Sale

Articles
For Sale

07 Hot tub, brand new
in package, 6-7 person, lots of jets, digital,
ozoneator, water fall,
cover, retail $7.300,
must sell $3,700.
(573)300-1031

SATELLITE System
FREE
Get a 4-room FREE.
FREE DVR or HD
upgrade. FREE 6
months of HD programming
w/HD
upgrade. Get months 3
FREE of HBO &

12'X24' storage building weront porch, new.
$3,900 firm. 270-4928222 or 270-293-2531

Cinemax.
Programming starts at
$29.99 per mo. + $5.00
for local networks. Cali
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite for more info.
759-0901 or tolir
877-455-0901 .

2 crypts at Murray
Memorial
Gardens.
Deluxe
Companion
Package
inside
Chapel. Opening and
closing fee included.
(479)244-5968.

ABC
has over
50 units
641S
Murray

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS
On Me Square

(270) 753-1713

\.
Call us we will be
glad to help.

USED apartment size
refrigerator, $100.
767-9102, 227-8413

Murray Ledger & Times
FOR Sale: wooden
telephone poles &
fence post. Creosote
treated. Will deliver.
731-782-6180

270-753-1916

120
Computers
compister
Connection
403 5).camora St
270- 753-9924
Helm POW.WW1 Purist
Panora* WIN Sievelasst
Pietecean4 PC & hair Roper
MOM COMPUTERS

Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556
140
Want to Buy
ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633

HD Televisions
by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of HD televisions:
Flat screen Plasma &
LCDs. Rear Projection
also. LG, Toshiba,
Hitachi & Sony. We
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts.
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite. 759-0901

GREEN recliner, like
new, 5100, Butcher
block table with 4
chairs, $75. CD storage
tower,
$20.
Woman's Honda trail
bike, $35. 761-4060.
180
Lawn & Grew
SHP leaf branch shredder. Good condition.
$200. 270-767-0438.

Calloway
ictorial History &
Family History
Books
759-4938

190
Finn Equipment

753-2350

NEW pool table, never
used, 1"-siate. solid
wood, carved legs, felt,
ace. package, retails
$4,500, selling for
$1,600, must sell
(573)300-1031

YIP

*

Y:
*:

Give a sift subscription to the :
*

wanted.

Will pick up used motor
oil/hydraulic
fluid
Drum exchange Miller
D. Farms
770-436-2215

* LEDGER &TIMES *
Home Delivery
Local Man
(C6Iloomp
3 mo.
$1300
3
aro.
6 mo.
6 am-ULU
1 yr.
1 yr.--Sit**,

WOULD like to buy
Club aluminum cookware by the set or
piece. 270-978-0391

All Other Mail
Sahscriptioas
3 me.--.....$711.511 3m..-475.44
6 mo..-.$/&00
1 yr.----312020 1 yr.
Rest of KY/TN

Articles

!Armor a enialemol

For Pals

NIKON CoolPix 2000
digital camera. 2MP, 3x
zoom lens. Includes
software,
128MB
Compact Flash card,
batteries. and instructions. Perfect for beginners! $40. 293-3101,
leave message.

FIREWOOD for sale:
pick-up or delivery.
Call for prices.
(270)293-1357 or
(270)559-1424

* * 11011111 * *:

tilt') P1111..

GE A730 digital camera. 7N4P, 3x zoom. All
original components
included. Never used.
Includes 1GB SD card.
$110. 293-3101, leave
message.

TRACTORS
7000 Ford, 730 Case,
753-0313

JOHN Deer peddle
combine. $300.
978-1825

SCRAP
CARS

WASTE oil

GREAT Christmas gift.
Charles Frace print.
Signed, numbered. &
professionaly framed.
270-759-1854.

Come

BUYING

Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235
BUYING old US Coin
collections. Paying
Blue Book value.
2934999
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

ht

Nome Fmniehings

CINDERELLA prom
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue. $150
each. 270-492-8614

••••••••••••••4145„111.

I Check

Money Order

Visa

MI('

Name__
I St. Address
City
I
I State_
1

I
Zip

Daytime Ph

I

i

1
1

I

Mail this coupon with payment to

I

Murray Ledger & Times

I

I

P.O. Box 1040

I

I

i
a

I

KY 49071

I

Or call (970)753-1918

I
at

Murray,

..

Cussimos

48• Friday. December 14, 2007

roe-

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

1.....1“.1 in Tennessee just south of Kerau,10.'
4 '.sICN teatimes 1 bedroom 2 bath home
as.2
g.uage. pond & 30x10 outbuilding
Beautiful Setting MLSO 60670
5157.500,
Carrye Jackson,
Moody Realty
Inc.. 110 Tyson Avenue,
Paris,
38212. I-80e-612-5093.

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate Control
storage
•Securrty alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray. KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
one and "Iwo Bedroom Apannienis
Central Hem and An
Accepting Applisations

()Mee Hours 8 a.m. - 12 p.m..6

ilE

No Ealste

2003 Yamaha Breeze,
new battery, has low
hours, serviced regularly 51,750 080 Call
753-0463

(ha it-S,d Liu

OFFICE or retail space
available Prime location 753-2905,
293-1480

"OWNER
FINANCE"'
No Credit Check' 38R
2 bath doublewide in
Puryear Only 4 years
old
Large
deck
$3 509 down. $495
month Call Ruthie
(270)753-2222
***OWNER
FINANCE*"
No Credit Checkl
Completely
redone
2BR IBA singlewide
water view easy boat
ramp access Nice
covered deck
213
Primrose
New
Concord
$2,900
down $450 month
Call 753-2222
"OWNER
Financing"
2005 24x56. 31311.
28A. 55.000 down
$695 00 month. Hazel
(270)753-1011
1987 14x80 Clayton.
30drm 2ba. 2yr old
central H&A unit,
dishwasher stove &
retng on await 314
acre lot 4-1 ,2 mi east
of Murray Call 270293-7553 or 615-4495904

REMODELED
Doublewidel
4811,
28A 2 000 Sq Ft
New appliances, 1 3
acre lot Owner financing
available
$7000000 cash of
55.000
down.
$645/mo
270-761 HOME

NICE 2811 No pets
753-9066

LIKE new, 1811 apt, all
appliances, Brooklyn
Dr 270-435-4382 or
leave message
NICE
1BR,
1E1A.
C/H/A, w/d hook-up, I.
1/2 blocks from MSU
$295 per month and
deposit,
references
required No pets 759
3050. 293-3685
NOW LEASING
t,2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
"Vonday,
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO al-800-648-6056

2, 3 & 4BF1 houses
Lease
&
deposit
required 753-4109
2BR- IBA. close to
MSU. Available immediately $450/mo
270-767-0508.
2BR IBA, Hazel No
pets 731-498-8312
2011 near university
1416
Vine
$500
monthly 731-364-2149
3-BR, 28A. Bunt,
wraparound deck, 1/2
bat to hospital. $700
mo. 293-8989
3811. 5500 21114. S400.
753-9636
3811. IBA. Brick, 306
S 15th No pets
$450/mo 759-4826
FURNISHED
31311
113A No pets Call
270-247-3235 for appt
LARGE 3-4 bedroom
studio apt on campus
above Bradley Book
Company Available
January 8th $550 mo
no pets 12701293-4602

& 2 Mr apts No
pets Leave a mes
sage 270-753-1970
1 bedfoom apartment
Clean
and
nice
Appliances including
w'd No pets
270-436-5496
1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200 mo
753-4109

A8F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

It( I(.(.1 \os
SI I I -s I

\1.1

1BR. various locations.
5275-5300 Coleman
RE 753-9898
NICE. wow. 11311
t BA. brick, WILD
Itle. walk-in
closet, close to MSU
pets allowed
wideposa. S350ffno
(270)522-1095

28R 28A. gouge. ail
appliances. MO
436-5885
28R dupiix.nsoli.
01-4/A, sopliencss fur •
rushed Various locations Gasman RE
753-9898
.26R .
near MSU Move at
days 753-9898
MOLEX 29R. I 1/2
beih.aI scplisinces
85251mo 4365886
FOR rent 2911
Duplex. 1302
Veer/wood $40Ormo
151 7155

A K C Sheltie puppy,
10 wks old, vet
checked. shots
(270)354-8211

DOBERMAN puppies
AKC
registered
Perfect for Chnstmas,
705-4230

& Sepias
WHEAT straw 53 pp
bale
270-841 1806
mobile number
400
Yore Salo

SPORTS
CARDS
641S to
Midway, right
on 1828W, 6th
house on right
Sat.• 8AM-1PM
sports cards wrestling
Sgves. Nascar toys.
sports card Christmas
stockings Asst card
packs great
Chris!rnas difts'

KEY MINI

97 Ridgeline Ct.
Call for directions 753-4041
Sat. • 8AM-?
Ethan Allen dining
room set. Corner &
Ives china. stereo system. 3 bowling balls,
ailing tan. Christmas
items & more

WAREHOUSES
1850 St RI 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

ML RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located at '21) S 4th St
270-436-54%
270-293-6906
MURRAY Store arid
Lock presentty has
units available 7532905 or 753-7538

1 ACRE LAKE
ACCESS WITH FREE
BOAT SLIPS & NEW
2400 at LOG CABIN
PKG ONLY $69 900
Beautiful KY Lake
excelient fixed rate
financing Call now
615-515-5550
‘‘

e_\

I 101.illiffila

S'SS Si i I .1i1,• pi lop
4115..1st., trati
! \

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGI
'Al Olio Unlls
Avail*
41ovi NON
Camels WOO

713.3813

Free
Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger
I Times
First Come
First Serve
Plasm
No Phone Calls

APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE II. PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

Directions: From Murray take Hwy.641 North to Flint Road,
turn left and follow to auction site.

leer

301 Flint Road • Murray, KY
of
Sue

Roger & Teresa McCuiston - Owners

to :
Dec

11111111111111111111111111811111

1
38
to

USED TIRES
14. 15 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Call 753-5606

2005
Equinox,
$10.000.
1999 Chevy 271, 3rd
door, $7,200
2002
Grand
Pnx
$4100
2000 Altima $4.500
$20 Cash Back Test
Drive Challenge
ONW4 ckmotorsky.corn
270)674-5602,
270)705-5973

FOR SALE
49.5 acres,
4.4 miles from
murray city
limits- Lawrence
rd. 1/2 mile off
hwy 94W
Lynn Grove area
natural gas line
runs to property.
Call
(270)753-6600

DOG Ob-ridisnoe
436-2858.
dilt-krPyrenees pup
pies Snow white. AKC
Ready Dec 15
753-5371
PAIR of Registereo
Mountain Feasts 2 5 3
year °kis Ready for
Aasip
breeding
Call
1270)489-2831
or (2701345-2606
for 5 to 295 acres. West
Calloway
Possible
more into
owner financing 489REGISTER ED
2116. leave message
Poodles Female !cups. $500
Toys. 55 acres prime farm
5200-5350 1270)489- land. 3115 Mitchell
2761. 519-4471
Story
Rd.,
SW
County
SHIM- TIll
puppies Calloway
Good
tobacco barn.
dew claws removed.
wormed, current shots. well Lots of road
AKC & CKC $250- frontage
$275.000
(2391289-3037
9350 770-251-0310
WELSH Corgis AKC
3 males. 3 females
Red. white 10 weeks
$350 731-514-8802

Saturday, Dec. 15, 2007•10 a.m.

Auto Pitts

FARM

BOXER pups for sale
2 solid whsle females. 1
brown male $300 Call
270-226-8256

ALL Carpentry.
Additions, Framing,
Water &
Termite
Damage Larry Nimmo
227-0587

e•

P51* 45

GARAGE SALE
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119E Main
12701 753-6266
Ce4 (2701293-4183
clarn •4pm 1.4-F

bedroorn7M1 -ippli.
ances.
Cambridge
area 293-8988

VERY nice commercial
building for lease in
Hazel. KY Over 8,800
S F Great for retail,
offices, restaurant, or
any kind of business
Has parking lot, central
hit. and security system $1 800/mo
270-293-9349

Absolute Real Estate and
Personal Property Auction

ro.k•

OFFICE Space 707
South
12th
38R
duplex, C/H/A. 1811
apt
753-1252. 753-0606.
761-3694

LARGE, very nice 1
bedroom with all appliances including washer & dryer $345/Mo
(270)759-5885
or
(270)293-7085

340
Houses For Not

2006 16,68 Northern
built leetwood manufactured home Shingle
& vinyl with 1011 front
porch and brick Naiirte
skirting 2811. IBA
529.900 or finance for
$t 500'Clown payment,
1308 monthly
1-800-45513001
UOUIDATI4301
All 2006 Hibmes Must
Go,
Unbelievable Deals.
Only 4 left Save
Thousands', Call now
731-584-9429

LARGE 3BR 2 full
baths All appliances
furnished
270-7537903 or 227-5173

ii•npana;
bk
akelk,
airg, kr ad,nrtisr in, ('flier
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"'OWNER
FINANCE"'
No Credit Check!
Clean & nice 3811 1
bath home on quiet lot
Puryear 1 292 sq
hardwood floor, appliances, city water &
sewer 53.900 down
$475 month
Call
Ruth* (270)753-2222
2 story 3811 213A. 1
office. 2 car garage,
2 400 sq ft
living
4.000 total Landon
Hills
Subdivision
(2 7 0 )2 1 0 - 3 7 8 1 ,
(270)559-2032
3-4 bedroom
270-293-3566

$69K
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MUST See" Just built
2.400
so tt
brick
home Double garage.
Private & beautiful
acre lot, close to town.
$139.000
270-5198570 by owner. Murray
NEW
Home
in
Riverfield
Estates
Under
construction
3811 28A Formal din 'rig MOT, soaking tub
and shower in master
bath Hardwood and
ceramic tile floors.
granite counter tops.
sod yard. and landscape
Located on
Doran Road South.
City utilities, sidewalks.
and trash
plckup.
$169.000 Call Matt
Jennings
270-293-7872
NO bank qualifying'
Rant to own and
owner-Many homes available
Price ranges from
$50.000 to
$180,000
Flexible
down payments
and
terms
Calloway/Marshall Co
area
270-781-HOME
coo criiiiiiv•promoir
*Mows corn

lig

ereyelse & ATY's

2003 KTM 65SX Like
new, garage kept
Never raced. $1.600
270-767-0438

ABC
Transportation
means saving
SSSS
641S Murray
(270)753-6222
1996 white Mazda
MX6 6cyt , leather,
power
everything
137.000 miles. $2,500
Call 270-210-4431
Was
03 Montana Van
Vision package) 741<
miles, $7.900 See at
mcmotorsky com
270-705-4628

1

.1121
Usse Tricka

B-ALLIS Chamber 5'
wood belly mower
Perfect condition
97 Tahoe. Leather
Moorwoof. loaded. 4x4.
$3.95C OBO
978-5655
Save me a
lot of
SSSS5

ABC
641S
1989 Chevy pickup.
51 150 270-2275020

•
LAM
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing. Manisurang,
Landscaping &
Leal Vacuuming
Satisfaction guaranieed
753-1816 227-0611
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1918

Electric)
Strlie 198h
24 noun menu
Res .('ten. & Ind I
Licensed & Insured
All lobs - big or small

L:751
:
916_2_
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning. hauling, etc
insured.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Gwen
out garages. gutters
sink & tree WO*.
A to B Moving. Local
and long distance
moves. Call Brian al
270-706-4156
A-1 Joe's Mower
repair pick-up. delivery. 436-2867
A- t Stump Removal
Fully insured
437-3044
AAA HANDYMAN
All types of carpentry.
additions. decks
Haukng, clean up sink.
Garage. yards,
burkliryi
Prompt dependabie
Free estimates
35 yrs experience
Anytime 753-9210
\i ,
I 11 I

\ It I

''0 sOt '1)1 51
I I

4Iima-W118.4"1.4W"':
BACIGICIE
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
whale rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe
NADEAU'S
Construction
.Flooring •Decks
*Vinyl siding *All
Home Improvements
(270)9762111
Licensed/Insured
DAVID'S
Cleaning
Service All external
cleaning. Vinyl, fences,
etc (270)527-7176
DECORATE
for
Holidays
We hang lights & ornaments
Outside &
Inside. Call for free
estimate
978-0149,
978-1842
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd robs
you don't have time
for
Painting, siding, roofs,
decks
293-5438
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal
stump grinding far,
wood Insured
489-28-39
II \I I's IVVNI1
\I \\\(.1 5.11

Nti

the
118 acres of prime farm land offered in tracts and combinations located just minutes Northwest of Murray. 3 BR) BA frame home with central heat and all, city
water, natural gas. basement. Mini farms, wooded lots. blacktop road frontage on
2 sides of this farm. Wheat crop stays with tenant and seller
Terms on Real Estate: 15% down of purchase price day of auction with a minimum of $4,000 per individual tract balance in 30 days with deed. 10% buyer premium added to final bid and will be a part of the contract price. Any house built
prior to 1978 may contain lead base paint. Make your inspection prior to the auction as you will sign a post inspection waiver as part of the contract.
Real Estate offered at 12 Noon.
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Persona/ Property: 175 Massey Ferguson diesel tractor - 8' wheel disc - 3-bottom
16" plows - 6' rotary cutter - 7' 3 pr. blade, 3 p.t lift pole- Big Bear Yamaha 4Wheeler- lawn roller- Lawn Sweep 60" trail mower - lawn dump cart fuel
tank
- A.T.V. ramps - pressure washer - like new Hoban electric welder - Craftsman
30 gal. vertical 2 h.p air compressor - 5 h.p. TroyBilt rear tine tiller - cutting
heads & gauges with Ups - deer stands - chain saw - other hand & yard tools.
Antiques glass door pie safe - fine old oak ice box - old primitive kitchen
cabinet - 4 drawer chest - bookshelf - old trunks- metal bed - other old
beds - very
old cream separator - old dresser base - 6'fold-up table - outside door - old
fruit
jars Other items not listed
.4uerion held rain or shine. Lunch Available. Sot responsibk for accidents.

S.
gli
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lk•

For more infornuitioo and your auction nerds contact:

of
vi
tic

DAN MILLER - AUCTIONEER & ASSOCIATE 270-435-4144
DARRELL BEANE • AUCTIONEER & ASSOCIATE 270-435-4420
TERRY D. PASCHALL • BROKER & AUCTIONEER 270-767-9223

en

Licensed & Bonded in KY & Tenn. #1281 Firm
2333
www.danmillerauctioneercom
www.terrydpaschallrealestate.com
My Service Doesn't Cost. It Pays"

Horoscope

hylacenline Blgar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Saturday, Dec. 15, 2007:
You might want to be more open and forthright this
year. Deal with
•iveekly & special pickups
others directly and with a smile. Your ability to touch
many people
• locally owned/operated
on a very deep level adds to the power of your relations
hips.
759-1151 • 293-2783
Sometimes you could suddenly be greeted by a brick
wall. In thai
293-2784
case, you know that person is just scared. How you
treat this type of
situation depends on what type of relationship you seek.
If you are,
single, you meet people with ease. A problem could occur
and break
up a relationship, should you decide you made a mistake.
So choose
your sweetie with care. If you are attached, you could redefine
you?
bond this year. Let it happen, and your relationship
wil?ontinue to
grow. PISCES can push your buttons.
534344 • 22".

•

JOE'S JOBS

The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5
NEED HELP?
-Dynamic; 47
Handyman Services. Positive; 3-Average: 2-So-so: I -Difficult
An remodeling
No iob too smIL
ARIES(March 21-AprIl 19)
Frye estimates.
***** You move in strange ways and act in a different
manner.
(731)247-3001
How you respond to a trusted associate will radically change
soon.
Zero in on a friendship, which could be key in your next step.
(731)363-3511
Know
what is enough and what is too much. Tonight: Be spontan
eous and
NEED Some Help
be a people person.
Moving?
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
eMove Moving Help
*** Walk down a different path. Take a stand and
from John Probus
do what is nec-'
essary.
If you are open to positive change, you'll take a step in a'
270-978-6658
new direction. Your abilities come through for everyon
e involved.
Sometimes you are a lot tougher than you believe. Tonight:
A must
appearance.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Circumstances around you could vary.
Pull back as a result
of spending. Evaluate what might be going on. A conversa
tion gives
Ware, Ga,rage: Floors
you meager information. Pouring more money into an
emotional or
Braces II Floor Joists
financial investment needs evaluating. Tonight: Take
an overview.
Romanoing aFlurreng
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Focus on accomplishment and getting the
Cove Gaamois Owner
Job done. By mak.:
ing that extra effort, you'll pull yourself into the inner
Wa Do insurance Work
circle. Know
when you have had enough, and you'll head in a new
hailifewerCardkospied
direction:
Question as much as you need to. Tonight: Honor the
fact that you
are tired.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Be honest if you have had enough. Someho
w you make
SIMMONS'S
headway where few can. You know much more about a
situation
Carpentry &
than you realize, as a discussion reveals. A partnership
stars as a
Handyman Work Free
primary focus. Tonight: Easy and relaxing work.
estimates
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept 22)
270-519-8570
**** You might need more information than you
currently have
THE Murray Ledger &
If you listen to someone more carefully, you'll discover
the lay of the
Times considers its
land. Your determination sometimes comes off as cold,
sources reliable, but
perhaps
causing a weird reaction. Tonight: Just as you like.
inaccuracies do occur
•
UBRA
(Sept.
23
-Oct.
22)
Readers using this
****
Your
creativity bubbles forth. You add magic to a romance
information do so at
their own nsk Although and sparkle to other situations. You are a welcome figure wherever
persons and compa- you go. Do step back and take a good look at a professional mat-:.
nies mentioned herein ter You might not have all the answers. Tonight: Know when yott
are believed to be rep- are tired.
utable, The Murray SCORPIO(Oct 23-Nov. 21)
Ledger & Times, not ***** Your ability to take action and get someon
e energized
any of rts employees comes through. Your words stir up others far n-sore
than you'd anticaccept any reepwsibil- ipated. You know what to say and when.
Tonight: Move with the
Ay whatsoever for their
moment.
••
activibes
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
•
TRENCHING
**** Your personal life is up for grabs You might
be checking out
731-782-3951
an investment, being as realistic as possible. A partner
has strong
731-336-5288
feelings Listen as he or she airs out his or her concern
s. Relax and
YEARRY'S
Tree don't fudge. Tonight: Stay close to home.
Service Free esti- CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
mates. Phone
**** What you say will echo in your universe, if
you let it. Honor
438-2562. 227-0267
someone's concerns and address them directly You
might be having difficulty walking in his or her footsteps. Reach high
to creata
more. Tonight: New visions.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** You might be more involved in a problem
FREE working *rigor
than you woulct
like to be. Finances need sturdy guiding and direction
ator 753-7526
. You achieve
what
you want. In fact, what you do changes dramatic
FREE: Part Lab
ally Allow
greater give-and-take. Tonight All smiles.
puppies 759-9595
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
*** You have the rare opportunity to knock
on someone's dot*
and have a wide-open interchange. You have waited
for something:
like this for a very long time. Falsity, you have
reason to smile and
rejoice. Tonight: Skip to a new tune.

David's
Home
Improvement

731-247-5422

%al help
Promotivar
Busks?
uswewlbe
glideackx
Murra Ledger
&iimcs
77O753-11116
•

BORN TODAY
Comedian Ten Conway (1933), oiknan J. Paul Getty
(1892), actor
Don Johnson (1949)
•••••

Jacqueline Bluer Is on the Internet at
http://wvnv.jacquellneblger.corn.
(c)2007 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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10 years ego
Published is a picture of Cindy
Flagsdale, L.S.W. and coordinator of the Alzheimer's Support
Group at Murray-Calloway County Hospital, presenting the award
of "Caregiver of the Year" to
Sue Steele of Murray.
Baths reported include a girl
to Bridget and Christopher Poor,
Dec. 9; a boy to Ashley and
Bou Briggs, Dec. II.
In high school basketball
games. Calloway Lakers lost 5738 and Lady Lakers lost 73-51
to Marshall County Marshals.
High team scorers were Austin
Wyatt and Kiki Cunningham for
the Lakers and Josh Moore and
Emily Stone for the Marshals.
20 years ago
The R.T. Vanderbilt Co. Inc.,
Norwalk. Conn.„ parent company for Vanderbilt Chemical Company. has announced that it has
broken ground for an expansion
of the company's rubber chetnioal production facilities at its
plant here in Murray.
Seventeen new members of
ttle Murray Rotary Club are Mike
Strickland, Loretta Jobs, Kala
Stroup, Sally Hopkins, Virginia
Slimmer, Lanette Thurman, Andre
frevathan, Pat Gossum, David
Lane, Clarence Helmich, Chuck
Shuffett, Sal Matarazzo, Roy
McKendree, Charles Tucker,
Phillip Sparks, Steve Dublin and
Robert Jackson.
30 years ago
Published is a picture of Cindy
Cossey, deputy clerk in the office
of Calloway County Clerk Marvin Harris, showing the new
license car plates for 1978 which
will go on sale by Christmas weekend. The photo was by Staff
Photographer Lowell Atchley.
. Murray High School Jazz
Rand, composed of 29 students,

will perform at the 31st annual
Mid-West Band & Orchestra Clinic at Conrad Hillton Hotel, Chicago. III., according to Joe Sills,
band director at MHS.
40 years ago
Published is a picture of some
of the elementary school children at the Children's Concert,
sponsored by Murray Woman's
Club at the Murray State University auditorium. Entertainers
were the A Cappela choir, directed by Prof. Roben L. Baar. The
photo was by Staff Photographer Ed Collie.
Tobacco sales of one sucker
or dark air cured opened at the
four Murray loose leaf floors
with an average of $32.61 per
hundred weight, according to 011ie
Barnett, reporter for the Murray
Market.
50 years ago
Murray State College Brass
Choir, directed by Prof. Paul Shahan, presented a concert today
in the recital hall of fine arts
center at MSC. Prof. Jack Winter was guest organist.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Brandon,
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Floyd
McClure. a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Guy Harper, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Elbert Outland and a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Boyd.
60 years ago
Nine new members of the
Murray Lions Club are John Parker. B.B. Dill, M.C. Ellis, Lyte
Noel, Camey Hendon, Ottis Patton, Si Jacobs, Howard Jones
and Roland Goodjoin.
Murray Independents won 5438 over Kirksey Independents in
a basketball game. High scorers
were Dale Riggins for Murray
and Ned Washer for Kirksey.

By The Associated Press
Today is Friday. Dec. 14. the
348th day of 2007. There are 17
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Dec. 14, 1799, the first
president of the United States,
George Washington, died at his
Mount Vernon, Va.. home at age
67.
On this date:
In 1861, Prince Albert, husband of Queen Victoria, died in
London.

In 1911. Norwegian explorer
Roald Amundsen and his group
became the first men to reach the
South Pole, beating out an expedition led by Robert F. Scott.
In 1939, the Soviet Union was
dropped from the League of
Nations.
In 1946, the United Nations
General Assembly voted to establish U.N. headquarters in New
York.
In 1962, the U.S. space probe
Mariner 2 approached Venus, trans-

DEAR ABBY: I live 3,000
miles away from my immediate family. I am happily married and six months' pregnant.
In the past, I had many issues
with my family. I have a long
history of anorexia, and my
pregnancy has forced me to give
up my selfdestructive
behaviors. I
would never
jeopardize
my baby.
I asked
my father if
I could have
a
baby
shower this
ar
month.
I
don't want to
By Abigail
travel when
Van Buren
I are-further
along in my pregnancy, nor
do I want negative comments
from my family members about
my size. After my baby is
born, I will not visit for at
least a year.
My father suggested that I
have a baby shower then, but
my baby will be a year old!
He believes having a baby
shower "too early" is asking
for gifts. I. am hurt by his
attitude, and I'm having a hard
time understanding his logic.
Meanwhile, my friends and
a few family members have
offered to host a shower for
me next month, but I want
my father's support -- which
perhaps is another issue in
itself. Please advise. -- MOMTO-BE IN SAN FRANCISCO
DEAR MOM-TO-BE: You

Abby

nutting information about the planet.
In 1975, six South Moluccan
extremists surrendered after holding 23 hostages for 12 days on
a train near the Dutch town of
Beilen.
In 1986. the experimental aircraft Voyager, piloted by Dick
Rutan and leana Yeager, took off
from Edwards Air Force Base in
California on the first nonstop, nonrefueled flight around the world.

are correct -- your need for
your father's approval, and his
unwillingness to give it, is
"another issue in itself." Unless
he comes from a culture in
which infant mortality is so high
that it is traditional to wait
until a child is born to hold
a shower. I can only conclude
that his unwillingness is a form
of punishment.
My advice is to allow your
friends and family members
to host tlie shower. Take plenty of pictures and send copies
to your "immediate family.'
Visit them next year, and don't
be surprised if no shower is
forthcoming then, either. Live
a healthy, happy life, enjoy
your husband and child, and
do not allow anyone to make
you feel less than adequate. And
that includes your father.
P.S. If, after your baby
arrives, you begin backsliding
with your eating disorder, for
your sake and the sake of your
child. I urge you to get professional counseling. Children
model their eating habits on
those of their parents.

DEAR ABBY: I am a 55year-old grandmother, twice
divorced. I have been living
with a man I'll call "Mickey,"
and we're contemplating marriage.
My older sister met Mickey for the first time and insists
that I abandon my marriage
plans. She says that while she
talked with him, she realized
that he is controlling, possessive and angry. She's convinced
that he will ruin my life.
I love my sister, and I'm
not sure how to react to her
phone calls and e-mails. I have
not discussed this with Mickey because I don't want him
thinking poorly of my sister.
I know he has problems, anger
issues being one of them. And
perhaps she's right about his
being controlling and possessive.
I'm not sure what to do
here. Mickey wants to get married next month. I'm thinking
we need to wait a while longer.
We've been together only seven
months. -- WENDY IN WASHINGTON STATE
DEAR WENDY: You have
struck out twice at marriage.
For your own sake, please do
not marry again without at
least a year of premarital counseling. The traits your sister
spotted, and that you admit
Mickey suffers from, are red
flags that he could be an abuser. Your mental and physical
health could be at risk, so do
not allow yourself to be rushed
into anything.
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ACROSS
Highest degree
4 Just scrape by
7 Fledgling
11 On vacation
13 Burning
14 Hunch
15 Two-wheeler
16 Lamb's parent
17 Sorority mentor
18 Zodiac sign
20 Bellows
21 Ms. Gabor
22 Knock gently
23 Kind of arcade
26 Flip
30 Tend the
garden
31 Ms Zetterling
32 Boathouse
implement
33 Whole number
36 Hint of color
38 Ocean dweller
39 San Francisco
hill
40 Diver's find
43 Manachi gig
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Woman can't shake family
issues even 3,000 miles away

WE'VE LOOKED ALL OVER THIS
MALL,ANC) 1 11111U. HAVEN'T
FOUND k.12 A PREef-Isrf

SORRY,CHARLIE DROWN.. SHE
SAY5 531E 1OE5N'T CARE FOR
POETRY..SHE SAYS SOE
DOESN'T EVEN LIKE TO READ

WHY DON'T YOU GIVE IT
TO SOMEONE WHO
4PPRECIATE5 POETRY?

A new option
for fibromylagia?
DEAR DR- GOTT: For several years, I suffered from
fibromyalgia and was told there
was very little that could be done.
My pain was constant and extreme.
No pain medication seemed to
work.
Then
I
found a doctor who knew
what to do.
He said that
he had been
an intern for
W
0
fibromyalgia
specialists.
and that the
GOtt
antidepressant
Elavil
would
By
be
Dr. Peter Gott extremely
helpful. I told
him that I have never suffered
from depression. He answered that
it doesn't matter, since Basil works
on the symptoms anyway. He prescribed 25 milligrams (a low dose)
and said that I wouldn't notice
any changes at all in my symptoms for about two months. He
predicted that after that time, it
would suddenly occur to me that
my pain was gone. Well, this is
exactly what happened. That was
four years ago, and the pain has
not returned. I use the generic form,
amitriptyline. I have told several
others about this treatment, and
their experiences have been the
same as mine.
Please put this letter in your
column so that others will learn
about this miracle drug. It disturbs me that no one seems to
know about it, and it isn't even
mentioned on the fibromyalgia Web
site.
DEAR READER: Fibromyalgia, a poorly understood pain disorder, is difficult to manage.

Dv

Patients with the ailment ha% e
noted significant reductions in then
quality of life. I welcome the
opportunity to echo your sentiments about ElaviL If. in fact,
the medicine reduces the muscle
pain, you should be considered
for a Nobel prize. I ask that readers who try this remedy let ate
know whether it works, and
print a follow-up.
Because fibromyalgia is a diagnosis of exclusion and a form of
arthritis, I am sending you a copy
of my Health Report "Understanding Osteoarthritis."
DEAR DR GOTT: I am an
84-year-old lady who had a mild
case of chicken pox at the age
of 10 and a mild case of shingles at the age of 68, verified at
a local walk-in clinic. I had a
few very painful lesions behind
my left ear and scalp. What are
the chances of my developing a
case of shingles in the future? I
have several friends who have
suffered with miserable cases of
shingles that have been long-lasting. They tell me to get the vaccine, but my physician's assistant
doesn't believe that I should, saying my chances of having shingles again are so slim. What is
your opinion on this matter'?
DEAR READER: To my
knowledge, no one who had shirigles has been studied with respect
to the consequences of the vaccine. I would side with your PA;
watchful waiting is appropriate
until the studies show success
with the vaccine. I'd wait until
the vaccine has been proven to
be effective in patients with histories of shingles.
People over 60 with no history of shingles should consider
receiving the vaccine after discussing this option with their
health care providers.

Your right-baud opponent deals opportunity to play in the most
and opens Three Diamonds, both promising game contract.
sides vulnerable. What do you hid
Partner is permitted to remove
with each of the following four three notrump to a suit if his-hand
hands'?
cannot stand notrump play, but such
1.4 KQ96 A.182 4524 A17
a decision should not be made
2.4 K8 V A16•K4•AKQ982
lightly, as he is not being asked to
3.4 AK83 V AQ96•— KQ.194 bid.
4.461111 KQJ9863•4•AKJ5
3. Four diamonds. The diamond
•••
cuebid announces a hand rich
I. Double. The double of an open- enough in high cards and distribution
ing three-bid is for takeout and asks to commit the partnership to game.
partner to bid just as the double of an At the same time, it implies that a
opening one-bid asks partner to bid. slam might not be far aWay. The
The doubler, since he is entering the responder is thus encouraged to
bidding at a higher level, must be attempt a slam when his hand
prepared for any response partner includes values that a minimum
might make, and should therefore response would not show.
have values somewhat in excess of a
4. Four hearts. Game in hearts
minimum opening bid.
should he undertaken straihtaway,
The responder is permitted to con- since partner needs very little for that
vert the takeout double into a penalty contract to be made. If he has COM
double by passing, but only if he has the ace of hearts or queen of clubs,
substantial length and strength in the for example, 10 tricks are very likely.
pre-emptor's suit.
The jump to four hearts is superior
2. Three notrump. There is noth- to a simple overcall of three hearts,
ing "conventional" about this bid. It which does not come close to
simply expresses the desire to play expressing the potential of the hand.
three notrump. With eight probable Not only does it get you 10 a tame
winners, assuming a diamond lead. you are very likely to make, but it
the best prospect for game lies in will encourage partner to begin
notrump. A four-club overcall would thinking in terms of slam if he has a
be incorrect since it gives up the couple of aces in his hand.
Tomorrow: The sure way is the best was.

46 Science
magazine
47 Part of UK
48 Sevareid
of the news
50 Embankment
51 Resinous
deposit
52 Centering point
53 Top player
54 Strong soap
55 — kwon do
DOWN
1 Seize suddenly
2 Branch
3 Cod kin
4 Helen.
in Spanish
5 Fuzzy fruit
6 Summer,
to Pierre
7Hunksftex
them
8 INhile Wedding'
singer
9 Lurch
10 Pops
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EDRrJ JPM MMIA
12 Guff nation
19 Creeping vine
20 Puppy sound
22 — chi ch'uan
23 Fret letter
24 Untold

centuries
25 Fish catcher
26 BMW, e g
27 Lightning
byproduct
28 Sharp turn
29 Previously
31 Brooks or
Gibson
34 Weirder
35 Congeal
36 Little piggie"
37 Peer Gynt
creator
39 Female relative
40 Pea holders
41 Throw off heat
42 Tuneful
Paul —
43 Wear at the
edges
44 Easy gad
45 Verdi opera
47 Feverish
49 Decent grade
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Staying warm without breaking the bank is possible
BY KATIE PRATT
With winter at the doorstep
and gas prices on the nse, extension specialists from the
University of Kentucky have
tips for helping homeowners
and renters save money on energy costs this season.
According to Kentucky
Energy Watch, natural gas prices
are expected to increase by
about 10 percent this winter to
S9.46 per I MIX) cubic feet. This
is an 81-cent increase from last
year. Robert Fehr, UK extension
professor in biosystems and
agricultural engineering, estimated 45 percent of Kentucky
Vitisfaircis- use Wurat gas as
their primary heat source.
An easy way to reduce energy bills is tO set thermostats
lower when homeowners or
occupants are gone or asleep.
For every degree thermostats are
lowered, people can save up to 4
percent off their heating bills.
heat pumps require special thermostats it a homeowner wants
to lower them while they are
gone or at night.
Another way to re -e energy bills is to Nock air leaks.
Small gaps around doors, windows and other areas in people's
home may be costing them
money and creating cold drafts.
Plugging these leaks could save
homeowners up to 10 percent on
energy bills, and the materials
will probably pay for themsels es within a year.
The more airtight you can
get a home, the more it's going
to hold the conditioned air," said
Linda Adler. UK extension specialist for home furnishings.
'JO find leaks. wan until a
windy day. Then hold a lit
incense stick up to areas around
window and door frames. If the
flame flickers, an air current is
flowing. Adler said. These
places should be caulked and
sealed. Also, check areas where
plumbing, electrical wiring or
ducting enters through exterior
walls, floors, and ceilings These
openings may he under sinks or
in other places that arc hidden
from sight. but they still allow
cold ail to enter your home If
you have pull-down attic staffs,
he sure to check for drafts and
au exchange here too, she said.
Plastic film can also he
installed on inside frames of
older windows to help control
drafts. Shrink-wrap plastic kits
are inexpensive and available
(mini most hardware and home
improvtment stores Plastic film
can he a horreatal option for
renters looking to save on energy costs because it is easily

removed.
Adler said homeowners
should inspect and change furnace air filters on a regular
basis. Changing filters once a
month is recommended, but they
should be changed at least once
every season. People should
write the date on the fitter so
they will remember when it was
last changed. Clogged air filters
will reduce the efficiency of furnaces and cause them to work
harder.
"If furnace filters aren't

changed on a regular basis, they
won't be as effective in controlling dust, allergens, and other
impurities," Adler said.
She recommends people with
allergies or asthma get a high
efficiency or electronic filter for
their furnace. A high efficiency
or electronic filter traps more
dust and allergens. Before buying a high efficiency filter.
check the instruction manual for
the furnace or contact a manufacturer to make sure their furnace fan can maintain sufficient
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exhaust can force out a houseful
of warm air and bring in cold air
that must be heated.
Ceiling fans can be useful all
year long since most fans have a
reverse option. The reverse
option should be used during
cold weather months. Since
warm air rises, rooms with especially high ceilings will benefit
from a ceiling fan set on reverse
and run at the lowest speed. This
moves the warm air back down
toward the floor and creates a
more even temperature through-

out the room.
Some people use ceramic
heaters to even out heat distribution, but they are not as energy
efficient as some think. Fehr
said the air comes out of ceramic heaters is hot, but it has nothing to do with energy efficiency
or cost.
"A ceramic heater is just a
electric
resistant
straight
heater," Fehr said. "They don't
deliver any more heat than other
electric heaters per kilowatt of
electricity used."
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Recliner
• 2 Position Recliner
• Available in
Tan or Blue

as

• Chaise Rocker Recliner
•Textured Fabric
• Available in
Olive or
Brown

• Man-sized Padded
Chaise
• Available in
or Sage

▪ Wall Saver or Rocker
• Velvet Tufted Back
• Available in
Burgundy
or Dark Gold

Rain
closes
part of
LBL
GOIDEN POND. Ky.
fNe to recent excessive rainfall
amounts and additional precipi.
Litton in the forecast. Turkey
Bay Ott-Highway Vehicle Area
is temporarily closed at Land
Between The Lakes (LBLI
National Recreation Area
Several restoration projects
are in the works at Turkey Bay.
and the staff wants to protect
these recent renovations from
further erosion by public use and
sehisular traffic until the trail
and ground conditions improve
Management will re-evaluate
trails Monday morning.
Turkey Bay staff strongly
encourages users to "Call
Before You Haul" to check current trail conditions at (2.70)
424-21K10. or visit the web at
www IN org and click on Trip
Planning. then Trails Update
By
protecting
these
resources, future generations of
users will he able to continue
enjoy ing LB[. trails

airflow.
When trying to save on energy, people need to consider the
airflow within their homes. For
example, heating vents need to
be kept clear. Vents blocked by
rugs and furniture prevent heated air from circulating efficiently. Fans should be used wisely.
Kitchen and bathroom ventilation fans serve a purpose. These
fans should be used and turned
off when they have completed
their task. If left on for just one
Hour, a hard-working ventilation

• Leather Pad over Chaise
•Wall Saver or Rocker
•Available in Cognac
or Burgundy

• Big Man Rocker Recliner
with Storage Arm
• Available in Stone, Buff
or Brown
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GALLERIES
2111 641 N. • Murray • 759-4522
4.0 Store Hours: Mon.- Fri. 9 a.m. - 6 p.m., Sat. 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. MIC
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